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Tenth Anniversary Celebration for Saturday Academy Set for Dec.· 4
The Black Voice News

LOS ANGELES

Former and current students,
parents and staff members of the
Saturday Academy Weekend
School -- an educational
enrichment program for collegebound students at the University
of California, Riverside -- are
invited to attend its 10-year
reunion celebration scheduled

·

Eric Gravenberg

Waudier Rucker-Hughes

for noon, Saturday, December 4.
The event will be marked by
several pei:formances and
recognition of two of the
Saturday Academy's founders -Eric Gravenberg, now associate
vice president of student affairs
and enroll,ment management at
California State University,
Sacramento, and Waudier

Rycker-Hughes.

principal at North High School
in Riverside. ·
Gravenberg, also one of two
keynote speakers, will discuss
the early history of the Saturday
Academy Weekend School.
Jack Clarke, Jr., a UCR alumnus
and Riverside attorney, will
address the importance of
preparing for college and his

assistant own experiences,

Academy scholars will also
speak.
,
Gravenberg received his
Bachelor of Arts degree in
Black Studies and his Master of
Arts
degree
rn Public
Administration from the
California State University a~
Chico. He was awarded a 1992
Chancellor's Fellowship to

Saturday
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Marchers
Cited
by
RPD
Crossing
Street
Against
Light
: t~;:;':f; ;
~,
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RIVERSIDE

By Cheryl Brown

WOODi.AND·ttlLLS

MabeLKing, bes known for he1{rqles
as )narna'' in t~e/ (V Sfries.';;':Y,J'l-~~~s
Happc(ning'l,
and ·'.Bvaline;
tile,· w:it.b~'
of
~;.:, •
.,,; . .
..
'•;- .
'X· ,;; .-... i:~: ;
the West .on bro~way and in tQe 'i:t}ovie
version ·of ''The Wi:i with Diana .Ross
, and Mic])ael Jackson? died Nov~~~r
1999 : after a :» lo,n g illf!e·~$· a1i'c;1
. :•: •
•,
_.;. ::•.
,. ::;;:-.' -f~: ::1,~'i-.~---•~::
complications from diabetes: · \F ' '.,
Bom in South Carolina and·.raised in
Harlem, .fGng began her long and
successful career at the age of 8,
singing in the choir at. the Frie.n d~hip
B~ptist Church in'New York.'
Htter
appeared as a prcimising young tale,n t
on the "Ed Su1Iivan Show" other movie
and TV credits inch.ide tThe
Babysitter," "The. Jerk," "Wise Guy,"
"Dead Men Don't bie;'' "Scro~ged"
and "Tales from the Darkside. ''
King who lost both her legs to
diabetes, would ~heerfully proclaim: '1t
does no good to bemoan your own
down moments, that's part of life, and
some people are far worse off than I am
because they lack hope and faith."
King is survived by her m·o ther,
Rosalee Washington, s ister, Rose
Washington, and her five nieces, all of
New York. Her son, Larry, preceeded
her in death in 1996.
In lieu of flowers, donations are a~ked
to be sent to : The Mabel King
Foundation, 19528 Ventura Blvd.,
#321, Tarzana, CA 91356.

9:

She

Another Blow Strikes
Butler Family

The usual No Justice, No Peace, ,
No Skinhead Police•chanted by
40 members of the Tyisha Miller
Steering
Committee
has
apparently so angered the police
that" the usual routine was
escalated to an alert status. The
marchers kneeling to pray quickly
averted a blood bath.
,
Riverside Police Officers in full
riot gear with tear gas guns and
California · Highway Patrol
helicopter flying overhead netted
four who were cited for walking
across the street against the light.
" They cannot break traffic
rules," said Lt. Ron Orrantia. He
said the marchers could continue
across the street if they were in
the middle and the light turned
red but they could not follow the
rest of the group after the light
turned red.
The first inkling of trouble came

RIVERSIDE

when Don Gallegos Collins. (a

but they have to obey the traffic

thorn in the side of the
establishment with his outspoken
flyers) was pulled out from the
group hand gripped in what
Orantia calls a "control hold" so
he would not get hurt. "Without
saying a word, Officer Wiesman
and Officer Gary Toussai nt
grabbed my hand twisted my ann
and forced me to the sidewalk."
We were marching back up the
street and all of a sudden, the
police car stopped where we were

laws along the way," said Orantia.
John Dastmalchian , Larry
Halstead and Charles Taylor were
also asked to sign citations after
the group met up with a Perris
rally, protesting the death of a
Hispanic male in their community
by the sheriff recently.
Orantia said he had a squad of
eight men and area patrol cars on
hand because they thought they
would have to write more tickets

The Black Voice News

By Cheryl Brown

RIVERSIDE

Tyisha Miller has anot!Jer casuaity as
Bernell Butler and his wife Romana are
separated. She has been on the verge of a
nervous breakdown for months.
The tolris even greater now because she
filed a police report two monihs after an
. alleged incident where she accused Butler
.of spousal abuse including pulling a gun
on her. Bo'th say it didn't happen but th~y
are still)iving apart.
' '
"I thought l was losing him," said Mrs.
Butleri ·and in a sworn statement r«:ended'
her statement accusing him of the incident.
Tbe'DA has been at her job trying to
make the charges stick.
···
"The report I made against my husband
Elder Bernell Butler in the month of
September 1999 was not true. I had been'
suffering from
mental. stress to -,the poinl(of
.
~,
>.•' ~1
a nervous breakdown. I was afraid oft!
losing my husband due .to his in✓olvemen(
in the Tyisha Miller situation, I felt that if
I did t;his, I could keep him and not lose ·
him. Jam requ~st:ing that this not be held'
against.
,du'cl''to-''f uf m'ental state ai the
time. I'm also asking that the District'
Attorney- stpp bothering me. I'm sorry
that I did this and t'm doing everything to
correct the mistake/ S&id Mrs. Butler.
,
Butler- w11s gainful employed when they
married and making good money but had
to give it up fo{ his struggle with finding
justice for the girl who died at the hands of ·
four White policeman as she-lay in i:·car iri'
need of medical attention. Police_saidJhey
shot her 12 times because she shot atthem
a nd when it was found the tu.ri- \\la.s
inoperable, the story changed an<f"t~e-y ,
said the unconscious girt went for thei~n.f
Following the shooting, there
of racial epithet$ and celebrations.
(•
:··}

me

_·.

marching. There was a truck with
·police officers on the outside.
Toussaint forced my hand until it
hurt. Wiesman said you are
resisting arrest," Collins stated,
Orantia said the crackdown was
part of a periodic monitor. Two
weeks ago, the Press ran a story
on the crackdown. "We did this a
few weeks ago with motorist who
violated pedestrians right of way.
Riverside has a lot of traffic
violations," he said.
The marchers view the
crackdown as a retaliation for the
constant Monday marches and the
incident where the group prayed
on the 91 Freeway.
"Before we could ever get out,
there they went up on the
freeway," Orantia said citing it
was a dangerous thing to do.
Butler said God told him to do it
and they immediately began
praying.
"They were told they must obey
the law. They can march, they
can say anything, go anywhere

•

~

were.'ft~risf

E.:-Mail to: blackvoice@eee.org

Black Voice has been
investigating many complaints
in the Child Protective
Services age n cies in San
Bernardino and Los Angeles
Counties . From time· to time
stories have come to our
attention . Most recently there
are three that have differe nt
circum stances and different
outcomes. There seems to be
no formula or fairness in the
way cases are handled in the
same county and Los Angeles.
Black Voice ran a story on
Barbara Grady, who lost her
children because the social
Worker, said she endangered
the children because she
allowed them to be around the
father of the two youngest, a
charge that has no proof in the
court case.
Then there is Debbie

Don Collins is placed in a "control hold."

Continued on Page B•S

Coleman. Coleman is in jail · printed in the San Bernardino
for willful cruelty to a child, County Sun, August 1l , 1999,
and ,her bail was set at 15 tif the 45 children killed in
$100,000 . She allegedly 1997 by family members or
whipped her c hild with a belt caretakers were killed by
after th e c hild became families that care for children
biligerant and unruly telling referred to them by the
her mother what she was going county's Child Protective
Services.
to do .
Grady's children were taken
And finally there is Brenda
Ozuna who allegedly · has and each time something
suspicious documentation that catastrophic happened to them.
her grandchild is being abused This week she found out one of
and neglected by her mother.
her daughters was placed in a
These cases are on the heels fos ter home where her hand
of the San Bernardino County was broken. The story never
Board of Supervisors exploring seems to end for that family.
the building of an evaluation
The Children Now, California
center that will evaluate the County County Data Book for
children before placing them in 1999 cites 20.4% of ~h e
foster care homes. That way children in the system in San
they can place them in the right Bernardino County are African
foster care home for them . American. The next closest are
According to Los Angeles the Native Americans at 10.3%
County's Inter-Agency Council Whites are 8.4%, Latinos are
on Child Abuse and Neglect, 6. 1 % and Asians make up

1.0% of chi ldren ages 0-17.
Ozuna's case is very unique.
Her son is the father of a
beautiful gi rl. Records indicate
that repeatedly the mother of
the child has put her in harms
way. She has an infection of
the eyes that records indicate
was from lack of proper care.
The mother pleaded guilty. The
County of Los Angeles gave
her counseling and allegedly
the problem's persist.
Aside from the chron ic eye
infection, there was fly
infestation dog feces the child
was crawling in dead flies, the
county stopped counting at 50
and she was diagnosed with
Scabies . A document from
Superior Court said the
minor's mother fai led to
provide basic necessities of life
including but not limited to
adequate food, shelter, and
medical care.

The grandmother and the
father can only see the child on
supervised visits and pay a
monitor $225 per week. They
are not allowed to question the
child and Ozuna says because
they look at her clothes an<l
have found discharges or
something wrong, they are not
allowed to check her private
parts. One time they found an
inch long piece of discharge
and took her to the hospital.
An emergency room record
shows she had a white thick
vaginal
discharge
and
prescribed the medicine
Nystatin Cream.
Coleman is accused of using
a belt to discipline her 12 year
old and she has spent almost
two weeks in the West Valley
Detention Center.
After the 12 year old child
arrived at school and teachers
Continued on Page B-5

Coca Cola ·pay$ $150,000 in Discrimination Settlement
The Black Voice New,
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

Coca-Cola Bottling of
Southern California will pay
more than $150,000 to W(?men
d enied jobs a t · its Carson
distribution center as part of a
settle ment it reac hed today
with · the
U.S.
Labor
Department. The settlement
corrects discrimination found
by the department's Office of

Federal Contract Compliance
Programs durin g a routine
compliance review of the
company's personnel records.
Department investigators
found that 17 women who were
qualified to work as drivers ,
sales representatives and
loaders were not hired because
of their gender. The distribution
center has a contract to supply

.

':

Who Should Be Investigated, The Parents or The County?

The Black Voice News

I~

25¢ Cents

U.S . military bases with
nonalcoholic beverages and
water. As a federal contractor it
is prohibited from employment
discrimination.
"Women are key contributors
to America's economy and they
deserve the nght to compete for
and be hired for jobs without
regard to their gender," said
William Smitherman, director

SERVING THE COMfi1lUNITY FOR OVER 27 YEARS

of the Los Angeles compliance nine additional women as
offce. "Discrimination is vacancies occur. The Carson
against the law and must be facility employs 200 workers.
The contract compliance
remedied quickly when it is
office enforces laws that
identifed."
The settlement includes require federal contractors to
$89,500 in back wages and practice equal employment
$57,300 in retroactive benefits. opportunity without regard to
Coca-Cola has also agreed to ·race, gender, disability, national
hire fiv e women · as sales origin, relig i on or veteran
representativ 7s and will hire status.

http://www.blackvoi~enews.corn
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To Be Equal

EDITORIAL
It is Time '. t o Pass:the' Batoti'.f::''~
"'
=~~- -;.: ·.··-·-·..,
.

,.. .,._

.

-~

. .

. ;(/ :~:-:,)};: >:::.::.;'.:-

- . ·. ._:
:-- . - ·: ••.'.:.·:"· : ·.: . -: ·:.d/°?}t>-/:i\/M·{•'.•::<t/:: - . •:•:=:ti··::·.
People who run In relays ha\le the·p1"9ble~ so~tJme.of not
being able to pass the baton ~n, t~tJ~e. O!,Xt r.unJ1e,r. Ti!Jllng~
speed and the srnooth passing of .the bat~n .ls.,e.verythlng..ln
this . relay game. Whe,n the person c1:1rr.Yl!19 t~e baton ho.I ds
onto itto.o iong valuable tlm~ Is I<>~ ar,d Jt C"?OUI~ cay,e th~
team to lose the race. One thing: it al~ay~ causes:is the ruriner
who gets the baton Is to ruri h,arcfer. This Is .true in life
situations. If the person fn leaderstilphangs around to ·long
holding the presidency or ·chairmanship position it will.not
allow. new energy Into the game and c:an co.s t the team .some
valuable gains.
.. .
..
.. .

This we believe is the case· of the Riverside NAACP
Headstart program being transfefred t~ the County
Superintendent of Schools administration. Some thirty years
ago It was necessary for tlie NAACP to take on the task that no
one else wanted, of course they had great volunteersDr.
Lulamae Clemons, Dr. Barnett and Mrs. Jean Grier, Dr. Hazel
Russell, George Williams, Chuck Carter, Rev. Jesse Walls and
the list goes on and on and on. These were individuals that
had commitment and vision. They were able to do the H~d
Start Program while still keeping the legal Issues of Education,
Housing, Employment and the 'justice system at the f<>refront
of their civil rights agenda.
The NAACP has always been the leader In the Civil Rights
legal arena. This is where we would like to see the local
chapter concentrate its energy. Maybe the NAACP can solicit
the Black Lawyers and the Ministers to become active
supporters and participants in the organization to address
these issues that are enormous.
For example In Riverside County we need to know, why
39.4% of Black children between the ages of Oto 17 received
more Temporary Aide to Needy Families as compared to the
closest other group at 15.2%. Why do Blacks have the Highest
Infant Mortality Rate in the county at 15.0% or Highest Low
Birthweight of Infants. These are serious issues facing the
Riverside African American Community and their impact on
learning. Another is the Police Brutality issue in the city. Why
are Blacks and Hispanics stopped more than Whites? Why are
there more Blacks and Hispanics in the Criminal Justice
system than our White citizens. Prior to 1930 finding a Black
man in prison was like looking for a needle in a haystack.
Today we make up 49% of the prison po·pulatlon with one in
four Black male youth heading In that direction, yet we are
only 15% of the pop~latlon.
The NAACP of old, In Riverside did the investigative work
that made many legal gains in Riverside. In San Bernardino,
the NAACP won the legal battle to Integrate schools. Then
won the next battle to keep schools in the Black and Hispanic
communities. The NAACP won the famous U. S. Supreme
Court decision of Brown vs. Board of Education. The NAACP
must return to holding the law accountable for its actions to its
people of color. The NAACP must be an agency that takes the
system to task when discrimination and Inequities are pointed
out in our society. They cannot do this when they are in
competition with the system that creates the problem.
· Eunice Williams must be commended for her hard work with
the NAACP over the past twenty years, but the time is at hand
for the baton to be passed on to new leadership with high
energy.
The NAACP must position itself to monitor the County
Superintendent of School programs for compliance and
improvement of educational attainment of students of color.
The NAACP must i~vestlgate and report out th.e ethnic
workforce of county schools employees. The NAACP must
investigate and report on the high school graduation rate of
students of color in Riverside. The NAACP must Investigate
and report on the number of police brutality complaints
agai~st people of color. The NAACP must investigate and
report on the accessibility of health care to people of color in
Riverside.
With Eunice Williams and others providing guidance and
council to.new leadership and a 'return to the NAACP's original
mission, great gains will be recognized in the city and county
of Riverside. Now is time to pass the baton.
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By Hugh B. Price
National Urban
President/

league

They see themselves now as
they saw themselves in their
youth, one of their number said
during the November 9
ceremony at the White House:
as nine "ordinary people
.. .simply exercising our right to
receive the best education" they
could secure where they lived,
the city of Little Rock,
Arkansas.
An "ordinary" goal today.
But exercising one's right to
secure the best education
possible was not an ordinary,
simple goal in the United States
of America in 1957 . Not in
Little Rock, Arkansas', or any
place else in the South.
Not for Black American
children just three years after
the U.S . Supreme Court. had
outlawed the South's seventyyear regime
of school
segregation -- in e dict that
prompted all but one of the
region 's senators to sign the
infamous Southern Manifesto
vowing eternal resistance.

Thursday, November 18, 199~

Daisy Bates: Foot Soldier for Freedom
What it took for those nine
teenagers to attend Little Rock's
previously all-White Central
High School would astonish the
world,
galvanize
Black
America, and set the fledgling
mass-action Civil Rights
Movement firmly on the course
to victory. · .
It took the President of the
United States , a reluctant
Dwight D . Eisenhower, to take
the reins of state power from its
governor, Orval E . Fabuus.
Eisenhower federalized the
Arkansas National Guard and
the U.S. Army's 101st Airborne
Division and ordered them to
ring Central High in order to
protect th.e nine students from
the howling mobs of Whites.
It took the extraordinary
courage of those ordinary
youngsters. One of them,
Melba Patillo Beals, wrote in
her fiercely poignant 1994
memoir, Warriors Don't Cry. "I
had long dreamed of entering
Central High. I could not have
imagined what that privilege
could cost me."
And it took the marshalling of
local and national civil rights
· forces, directed by the National
Association
for
the
Advancement of Colored People
-- and led at the front lines of
this searing struggle by one of
the great figures of American
history! Daisy Bates .
Mrs. Bates, then president of
the state chapter of the NAACP,
and mentor, strategist and
comforter to the Little Rock
Nine, died November 4 at the

age of 84 in Little Rock.
Her casket was taken to the
Arkansas State Capitol to lie in
state. Then, she was buried
November 9 -- the same day of
the White House ceremony in
which President Clinton
awarded the Little Rock Nine
the highest honor Congress can
bestow upon a civilian: the
Congressional Gold Medal.
Noting that that day was the
tenth anniversary of the
dismantling of the Berlin Wall,
President Clinton said, "It is
fitting that we, on this same day,
recognize what these people did
to make the walls of bigotry and
prejudice fall in America
... when they marched up the
steps to school, a simple act,
they became foot soldiers for
freedom , carrying America to
higher ground."
The President used those
words to describe Melba Patillo
Beals, Ernest Green, Elizabeth
Eckford, Carlotta Walls LaNier,
Terrence Roberts, Jefferson
Thomas, Minnijean Brown
Trickey, G lor;ia Ray Karlmark,
and Thelma Mothershed Wair.
But, of course, those words
describe Daisy Bates, too -al though it might be more
appropriate to characterize her
as a "captain" of the infantry.
Amidst
the
reign
of
intimidation, violence and terror
the White South was ready to
invoke
against
African
Americans whenever they
refused to stay in their "place,"
Mrs. Bates was fearless,
relentless and clear-headed.

It was no accident that Daisy
Bates , a native of Arkansas ,
came to play such a central role
in one of the pivotal civil rights
episodes in American history.
By the late 1950s, she and her
husband, L.C. Bates, were
widely known throughout the
state as crusading anq fearless
advocates for equal rights.
They had opened their
newspaper, the Arkansas State
Press, in Little Rock in the early
1940s and reported extensively
on civil rights issues. In 1952,
Mrs. Bates was elected
president of the state NAACP
and, as the 1950s deepened,
they pushed the paper even
more to the front lines of the
civil rights movement. · Equally important, LC. and
Daisy Bates w as representative
of the wide variety of people
who ar,ose throughout the South
in the l 950s and 1960s to
provoke and coordinate the civil
rights demonstrations that
helped America become a
democracy not just rhetorically
but in reality.
Ernest Green, now 58 and a
managing director of an
i nternationally
prominent
financial firm, said at the
emotional Nov. 9 White House
ceremony, "We had enough
sense that if we played by the
rules and worked hard,
somebody would support us."
He and his peer~ found that
support in their 'parents, in their
community and in Daisy Bates.
For that, We spould all be
grateful.

T·he People Speak -- Readers Speak Out
Congratulations on your straig ht on occasion should not recognized. POLICE witnesses
levels of on-the-job stress. This
support of and involvement in be le gal. Less recognized is themselves sometimes do not
should not be a question of
the Tyisha Miller Steering "farming out" of witness survive , whether or not they
finances it is too important not
Committee focusing on issues " neutralization' so that police choose to testify or refuse to
to provide this safety net for the
of police abuse and brutality. involvement is not easily testify against their fello'w
public and the officers.
An additional issue for some traceable.
officers. Maintaining silence
I would hope that the police
would be police direct
At this particular junction of now can kill you quicker than would understand that this is a
involvement in premeditated The American Experience -- the old code of silence.
new day and that they will bury
murders as well , though and Experiment -- it would
There should be yearly in- themselves -- and their partners
certainly that is a less well seem imperative to note that the depth psychological testing for
-- in their dogged pursuit of the
recognizect' and less well "blue code of silence" places officers to detect any serious
superiority of silence.
publicized phenomenon.
those same persons in jeopardy change in attitude or personality
If you did not protest these and peril perhaps not previously with reference to accelerated
Barbara Alvarez
issues you in the media would
be remiss . Perhaps no group
has so assisted rn the
WEAKENING
OF
DEMOCRACY than has a n
The courts and police practiced and were to be limited to the casual
often arrogant law enforcement
discrimination in all sons of ways. exchange of pleasant "small talk"
community with the erroneous
When Whites committed crimes or whatever was needed to carry on
assumption of " free rain" to
against Negroes they were seldom t he essential business of the
selectively pursue issues -- in
arrested and all - White juries community. If Negroes did not
the
assumption
that
practically never convicted the speak in a deferential tone to
accountability is not necessarily
guilty. When Blacks committed Whites -- with great respect as to
a requirement for them -- in
crimes against Whites, they were at have courteous submission or if
least treated brutally by the police they used insulting, angry tones or
their on occasion assumed
and given much harsher failed to yield to the opinion of
positions as judges and juries
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D.
punishments by the courts. When Whites -- then corrective actions
BEFORE the fact. _ .
And with respect to some nonIn the 16th ce ntury certain there were " Black-o n-Black" were to be taken by Whi tes.
support and criticism that the Portuguese used the word "caste" crimes, suspects were typically Gossiping with Whites about other
ignored by the police or treated White people was not allow_e.d; nor
Steering Committee
has to describe Hindu social groupings
received, I should think it based, within the context of leniently by the courts. Blacks , was discussing important aspects
castration ("to cut off"), on the simply rumored to be guilty, were of comm u nity life -- such as
irresponsible NOT to pursue
notion of racial purity. Today, it subjected to extra-legal violence by politics , business, or social
this issue that affect~ or could
designates a rigid system of social Whites, including the KKK, and climbing. In town, Negroes had to
affect every American of every distinctions whereby one's without the police _taking action to get out of the White man's way.
race and creed -- with emphasis
stop it. Of course, restrictions and
Thus, "To Stay In Your Place"
"membership" at any given rung
on police accountability -- AND on the social ladder is determined repressive laws -· those designed meant that Negroes were to avoid
peaceful protest.
by birth. Caste were particularly to unfairly limit freedom -- were contact with Whites as much as
It should not be necessary to prominent in tFte USA South more vigorously enforced against possible; that when c9ntact was
necessary, to fashion all possible
concentrate on the " putting before and after the Civil War. Negroes.
The "segregation period' s" behavior barriers to intimacy; and
one's life on the line every day' Even today, there are ripple effects
issue that is a recognized and from it, as in the form of "Glass equivalent of slavery's master that during contact, maintain an
expected part of police work; Ceilings" and "Glass Doors" ·- slave relationships was that of i nferior position, if on ly
·
t N
b
Superordinate/Subordinate __ the symbolically. All this stayed about
"
...we are all aware of the b arners o egroes so su t Ie to
I
..
t
hd
,,
b
concept
that The White Man's the same until 1940. Improved
1
sacrifices required in police
ega
wa c ogs as to e , Floor Was The Black Man's
Negro education was the wedge.
transparent. Of the hundred's of C T
,, I h
work.
As
a result, Negro newspapers had
caste barriers , many early ones Weh•. mgth.
In t e presence of
To simply not responding to
. .
1tes, e rue was that the Negro more impact in gathering Negro
centered around race m1xtng
.
.
requests
for
assistance, denial of political and le al ri ht; w~ ~o gr1~, cnnge, and kowtow -- organizations into a force that
falsifying statements, refusing to Negroes, and jobs. u!til 1~40, sh1ftmg his feet and keeping his opposed the caste system . It
BI k
eyes on the ground. When talking started the ball rolling for Civil
to document some important for ex a
mp Ie,
ac s were to Wh ·t f lk
h · h ·
witness testimony as from rigorously kept from practicing b h .1 e o s, t eu p y~1ca l Rights.
.
e av1or was to stand with a
fellow officers, etc., and getting most occupat10ns,
except when
.
'th
th
N
humble
demeanor. Conversations
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
together to get their
stories d e al mg w1 o er egroes.
... a,vl
were not to be started by Blacks

Family Talks

The Negro Caste System

,'
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Storewide savings & values.
Preview day today!

Shop 10am-9pm*

Sale$99

30-40% off

CAREER & CASUAL
FALL .SUITS FOR HER

FALL & WINTER
COATS FOR HER
Exdudes C',alvin Klein, DKNY and Bien Tracy.

Choose froma selection of fall suits in career
and casual styles. For misses and petites.
Orig. $178-$250, clearance $129-$179

30-50% off

Buv 2:aet 2t

Save on selected styles in our Coat department.
Orig. $99-$529, sale $59-$329

SEMI-ANNUAL SHOE
CLEARANCE FOR HER

BUY 2 BRAS OR 2 SHAPEWEAR
ITEMS, GET 2 FREE

New reductions on fall shoes for her, including
designer.and famous maker styles. Orig. $39-$275,
sale $27-$192

From Bali, Barely There, Flexees, Maidenform, Olga,
Smoothies, Vanity Fair, Warner's and Lily of France.

14.99-19.99

50% off

,:

Excludes Lily of France Value In Style collection.

,I
.,

JENNIFER MOORE FLEECE
SEPARATES FOR HER

FINE JEWELRY INCLUDING
14K GOLD & 18K GOLD

Ours exclusively. Save on assorted tops and pants
in basic and novelty styles. For misses and petites.
Cotton/polyester. Reg. 19.99-24.99

Earrings, rings, bracelets and more including fashion
diamonds, gemstones and cultured pearls, plus 14k and
1Bk gold. Reg. $200-$7990, sale $100-$3995

l

'. j

1
,I

50% off

1

'

1 '

SELECTED .TAILORED
CLOTHING FOR HIM

30% off

I

~

I
I

f'f

PRICE BREAK! TAILORED
DESIGNER CLOTHING FOR HIM

Save on a selection of contemporary and traditional styles
from Alfani, Kasper, Chaps and others. Orig. $95-$425,
clearance $71-$299, sale $47-$212

Choose from our entire selection of American
and European designer tailored clothing styles for men.
Reg. $85-$925, sale 59.50-657.50

40%off

Extra 50% off

ENTIRESTOCK OF KIDS'
OSHKOSH B'GOSIF

ENnRE STOCK OF
CLEARANCE LUGGAGE

Choose .from our entire selection of styles including
tops, pants and overalls. For infants, toddlers, boys
4-7 and girls 4-6x. Reg. $12-$42, sale 7.20-31.50

Choose from an assortment of totes, carry-ans,
uprights and garment bags. Orig. $80-$405,
sale 39.99-323.99, less 50%19.99-161.99

Sale54.99

Sale 19.99

SUNBEAM 2-LB.
BREAD MAKER'

ANY SIZE SPRINGMAID
OR DAN RIVER COMFORTER

Bakes a traditional 1-lb. to 2-lb. horizontal loaf.
Plus, it mixes, kneads and raises dough. With
view window and recipes. #5841. Reg. $100

Choose from an assortment of patterns and solid colors in
cotton/polyester with polyester fill. Machine washable.
Twin-king, reg. $30-$40

f

:

Scan all eligible
merchandise.
Scan barcode to
take transaction
level discount.
Tender in
normal manner.

ALMOSTANY SALE OR CLEARANCE PURCHASE OF
$75 OR MORE WHEN YOU IJSE YOUR MACY'S CARD!
Excludes Levi's, Designer & Bridge Sportswear, I.N.C International Concepts, Joan & David shoes, Men's and Children's Designer
collections and shoes, Stride Rite shoes, designer bed & bath, Charisma, Royal Velvet, Calphalon, Henckels, Tumi & Hartmann. Savings
certificates cannot be combined. Savings certificate good on Macy's charge purchases only. Redeemable at point of sale. One savings
certificate per customer. Savings certificate cannot t>e used on Macy's Electronic Gift Card, prior purchases, payment on credit accounts,
macys.com purchases, Macy's By Mail catalog, phone or special orders. Not valid with other coupons or discount offers. Savings
certificate must t>e surrendered at time of purchase. Valid Thursday, November 18 - Saturday, November 20 only.

Our frequent shopper
program otters BIG REWARDS!
See your Sales Associate for details.

Find even more on li ne, www.macys.com
' Hours exceptions: Macy's Plaza 10am-6:30pm. Union Square 10am-8pm. Beverly Center, Dallas, Del Amo, Glendale, Houston, Mall of America, south Coast Plaza and Valley Fair 10am-9:30pm. tFree bras or shapewear must be of equal or lesser value and f\om the same manufacturer. First free item is received in store.
Second free item is mailed by the manufacturer; customer is responsible for postage and handling fees in the minimum amount of 3.50. Color selection may vary. Offer is limited to two free items per manufacturer per household. Fine Jewelry not in San Bernardino or Pasadena Plaza. 50% savings does not include solitaire diamonds
or estate jewelry. Sale merchandise is from specially selected groups unless identified as "all." Sale prices may include reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Advertised items may not be available in every store. Price reductions do not apply to Macy's By
Mail catalogs or macys.com purchases. Original, clearance, closeout, pennanentty or just reduced items will remc!in at a reduced price after this event. Ollly, value, everyday, special purchase and now prices also will remain in effect atter the event. Clearance, closeout and special purchase merchandise is available
while supplies last. Regular and original prices are offering prices and may not have resulted in actual sales. No mail or phone orders. Extra savings taken off clearance prices. Extra savings and regular/sale prices in effect through November 20. Fine jewelry sale in effect through January 2, 2000.

• Financial
• Real Estate
• Lifestyles
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WCBPA Convention Displays Marks of Excellence
The Black Voice Newr
LOS ANGELES

The 16th Annual West Coast
Black Publishers Association
(WCBPA) convention held
recently at the Monte Carlo Resort
in Las Vegas, Nevada, brought
high praise from attending
delegates and corporate sponsors
for its substantive program of
workshops, speakers and special
events.
There were several meaningful
moments during the four day
gathering which was highlighted
by the passing . of the gavel from
. the outgoing President, Brian
Townsend, Publisher of the San
Bernardino Precinct Reporter, to
the newly elected President, Cloves
Campbell, Jr., Co-Publisher of the
Arizona Informant. Townsend was
honored by his fellow Publishers
. for his excellent leadership, vision
and dedication for the past four
years. According to Campbell, "We
are very pleased with the direction
that Brian has taken our
Association. He has unlocked new
programs and brought a special
enthusiasm which has bridged
resources in the community."
Townsend and Campbell are
second generation publishers who
now carry the torch passed from
their fathers, who founded their
respective newspapers. Townsend
was was recognized at the Awards
Dinner which was sponsored by
Philip ' Morris Management
Corporation, Philip Morris, USA
and Kraft Foods. Joining the West
Coast publishing group on the dais
was National President , John
Oliver, of the National Newspaper
Publishers Association (NNPA)
along with Terry Jones , vice
president. Oliver brought special
greetings to the delegates. His
commenlS were well received as he
presented his national agenda for
the betterment of the Black
community. Shawn Rivera, popular
member of the singing group
AzYET, led the Negro National
Anthem and added to everyone's
enjoyment with his expressive
readings. Immediately following
the dinner gala was the Dessert
Party hosted by Miller Brewing
Company. Prior to lhe Awards
Dinner, s ·c hieffelin & Somerset
hosted its products at the Awards
. Reception.
"Building Coalitions for the New
Millennium," was- the appropriate
theme wo.ven throughout the
convention presentations as
knowledgeable speakers shared
their experiences and wisdt>m. The
political workshop participants
included:
former
CA
Assemblywoman Gwen Moore,
Orange County Assessor Webster
Guillory; Percy Pinkney, state
president of the Black American
Political Association of CA, and
Arizona State Representative Leah
Landrum. The business and finance
workshop,
sponsored
by
Washington Mutual, included the
participation of Ernest Fountain,
president of New Capital
Development Company; Comer
Cottrell, Chairman and CEO of

.Ii
West Coast Black Publishers Award Winners with outgoing President Brian
Townsend

Comer Cotrell; Xernona Clayton, V.P. CNN; Cheryl Brown, co-publisher Black
Voice; and actor Zakes Mokae.

Pro-Line Corporation , Patrick
Harris, Chief Operating Officer of
the Los Angeles Urban League and
Peter Villegas , Vice Pres_ident of
Washington Mutual.
The Africa/ African American
Townhall Meeting was moderated
by Melvin Foote , executive
director of Constituency for Africa.
The panelists included : Edith
Grace Ssempala. Ambassador of
Uganda 10 the United States; James
Burks, direc tor o f the William
Grant Stills Art Center and founder
of the African M arketplace in Los
Angeles ; Ayuko Babu, executive
director of the Pan African Film
Festival ; and Dwayne Gathers,
director of the California Office of
Trade and Investment in South
Africa. It was a special opportunity
for continued networking and
learning about the needs of Africa.
Anheuser-Busch Companies was
the corporate spor:isor of the Salute
to Political Leaders. Reception at

which
African
American
politicians were honored for their
stalwart dedication to continually
improve the economic and social
conditions of minorities.
The Black press is the voice of
the African American community.
It is the drum that beats out the
truthful messages about its
hardships and struggles ; yet. at the
same time the Black press sends a
message of hope and pos itive
stories . The Black press is th e
better choice for its people as a
powerful entity within the
community because the Publishers
are involved in all aspects of daily
living and they care. The purpose
of the WCBPA is to objeqively
report the news about issues that
would otherwise go unnoticed in
the majority press.
San Francisco Supervisor Amos
Brown. who is. also the prominent
Pastor of the Third Baptist Church.
brought a powerful message at the

Black Church Black Press Day
Luncheon, hosted by Saturn
Corporation. The two institutions
have a warm bond because the
Black press began in the Black
church in 1827 because the Black
Press in America said, "We must
speak for ourselves ."
Once again, the Youth Day was a
big hit with Las Vegas seniors.
More than 250 high s_c hool
students attended the all day
sessions which began with
breakfast, sponsored . by Carol H .
Williams Advertising; the Youth
Day Summit. sponsored by CocoaCola USA and Macy's West, and
the Youth Day Luncheon, hosted
by Toyota Motor Sales USA and
Nordstrom.
Arizona
City
Councilman Cody Williams was a
superb Moderato_r and Poet Peter
Harris was insightful, all of which
provided the students With unique
insights as they face the future to
become contributing citizens of
society.
Pacific Bell and DaimlerChrysler co-sponsored the Cultural
Arts Show that featured dance ,
poetry and conversation. Maura
Owens Townsend was the artistic
director for the show which
featured Peter Harris , musician
Derf Reklaw, and songstress Judy
R : Arnold . Maura was lauded for
her choreography and execution of
the production.
Additional
participating

NNPA President, John Oliver, publisher, Baltimore Afro-American and Hardy·
Brown, co-publisher, Black Voice News meet.

companies included; Auto-Nation,
Northrop- Grumman, Seagra m
Americas, RJ Reynolds, host of the
Diversity Breakfast and Saturn
Corporation. The conference began
with the President 's dinner
sponsored by State Farm Insurance
and was rounded out with a golf
outing sponsored by NIKE at the
Angel Park Country Club in Las
Vegas.
Black Voice News won in six out
of ten categories.

SATURDAY ACADEMY

I

10-Year Anniversary Celebration

Saturday

December 4, 1999

Census 2000 Leadership Summit Huge Success
The Black Voice News

WASHINGTON

From Elders of the Civil Rights
Movement , to youth leaders
representing a local high school,
over sixty African American
leaders convened at the Washington
Court Hotel, rolled up their sleeves,
and vigorously got down to
business during the National
Coalition · on Black Voter
Participation's (NCBVP) "Census
2000: A Call to Action Leadership
Summit," held in Washington, DC
recently.
Assembled to develop clear-cut
strategies to ensure that people of
color are not undercounted in the
upcoming Census, leaders from
across the country set rivetted as
Dr. Joseph Lowery, chair Black
Leadership Forum, delivered the
powerful charge "you must bell the

cat. We are they whom God is
calling today to get out yonder into
our neighborhoods and our ghettos
and get our folk counted. Let's get
our people counted and make our
future count."
Following a Census Briefing. a
roundtable discussion of '"What 's at
Stake." clearly defined major issues
surrounding the upcoming Census.
"The Census is about two things,"
said William "Bill" Lucy, president
Coalition of Black Trade Unionists,
" money and power. It's about who
gets what, for being where."
Citing reports that the last census
was the most expensive and the
most inaccurate, with almost 4.4
million not counted, and over 6
million counted twice . Lucy
continues: "That's almost eleven
million. Eleven million in the
context of representation and power

suggests that an awful lot of
decisions were made by some folks
that weren ' t entitled to make it ,
against our own interest. We' ve
got to figure out how to make sure
that that doesn't happen again ."
The Summit continued with
panelists engaging in interactive
round table
discussions
on
''Reaching the Hard to County
Communities :
Mobilization
Strategies that work: " "Bridging
the Gap between America's
Diverse Cultures ;" "Redistricting
and Reapportionment;" and
"Developing a Unified Message."
For additional information on the
Census 2000 Call to Action
Leadership Summit you can get
highlights of the event at
www.dogonvillage.com, call the
NCBVP at 202/659-4929 or e-mail
bigvote@dogonvillage.com.

OUTDOOR

We won first place for Best
Editorial , first place for Best
Community Involvement, first
place for Best News Story, third
place for Best Religion Section,
third place for Best Use of
Photographs, and third place for
Best Special Issue.
The 16th Annual West Coast
Black Publishers Association
convention was coordinated by the
Public Relations Firm of Alescia
Buford & Associates.

12:00 noon to 3:00 p.m.
Watkins 1000
University of California, Riverside

All past scholars, parents, instructors, staff, and
community volunteers are cordially invited
Jack Clarke, Jr., Attorney at Law
Eric Gravenberg

Keynote Speakers:

RSVP no later than Monday, November 22nd

909ns1-4576
Saturday Academy is a College Preparatory Outreach Program of African
Student Programs at UC Riverside
·
.Dr. E.M. Abdulmumin, Director

LIGHTING

The Difference is Day at Night
Outdoor lighting means no surprises in the dark.

It helps protect your family

from nighttime hazards and it·s a great defense against prowlers. Southern
California Edison encourages you ~o make your home safe and secure, and

even

more anractive... to the right visitors.
· Save up to

50% on

energy-efficient outdoor lighting products.

just visit your locdl hdrdwdre or home improvement store and look for the logo.

[.I rBYsoRN
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www.sce.com
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LeVIAS & ASSOCIA~
300 Law Finns Workin& To&ether
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes
in whatever your legal needs might be. We are
dedicated to helping the African-American people

A FREE SERVICE!

RICHARD

F. NEVINS
Retirement Estate Investment

-x,~<r-1l1w

Truces
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

-:;:mRegistered Representative
:~.=::~;~

SunAmerica Securities, Inc.
Post Office Box 7637
San Bernardino, CA 92411

::::-::~;;,;:::::::;~:~::,::.~,. -~;,:;::,::• :.;:;_)?~~:::::\/i:::::
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$5.00 Haircit4t filnr -,~·
,
$20 Shampo.o, .b/owlfry, ~ ir;t!f?'!fY../

P.O. Box 5342
Riverside, CA 92517

/;;
.

Avenue at Tyler

Office Hours
By Appointment

DQ. you need advise? Do you need answers?
She solves all affairs of life
Helps in money luck business and marriage
Also brings back lost lovers

LeVIAS HOME LOANS
We will get you a Home Loan at the Lowest Rates
Pbssible

$2.50
$1.25
$2.25
$5.25
$5.00

ONE DAY CLEANING Sl· RVl<..T
•

ONE DAY

ALI

1-:RAI ION

SERVICE MASTER TAIi.OR ON
SITE

Per Pleat Lined

23080 D-220 Alessandro Blvd • Moreno Valley, CA •

(Since 1980)

Mike Teer

Manager

Must present coupon
with incoming orders,
not valid with other
offers.

Js

Grove Colonial
Mortuary
738 East Highland Ave.
San Bernardino, CA

(909)

t
882-1288 • Fax 883-4846 ·
t.

.

FD894

Colton Funeral Chapel
1275 N. LaCadena Ave.
Colton, CA

(909) 825-0570

-----~

FD1031

Phone/Fax

(909) 682-4942
1385 Blaine • Suite #16 • Riverside •
California • 92507

f
i

~

~._._,..--'\'
T'1.e ?e.1ut ?resent: •
~-

GIFT CERTIFICATE
Massage, Facial, Gift Basket
WWW, INTLdayspa,com

793-9080

INTERNi\TIONAL
A World Class

-~iUlf tfPwt/etit
·nning with, ..

.,, <"H,l,.Jduit 'rJn,~1)4//1
··..r/4~iJ4,
g>eMOOal◄~d <-n.apttw

.a.½ ,9'!,~m.wi<'v

✓ Low Cost Insurance
✓ Low-Oownpayment
✓ Low Monthly Payment
Commercial • Auto • Home • Life c; Health

.· BVNFood
Comer..

CITY

gram's

CREOLE
RESTAURANT

MONE M. SWANN
Broker/Agent
License # 0C03720
5955 BROCKTON AVE. • RIVERSll;)E , CALIFORNIA
92506
.
PHONE (909) 274-9400 • FAX (909) 276-4400
PAGER (909) 340-5078

Subscribe & Advertise

~., · mi/lenn·[uJj];~:if:!:!ilil;i;i i;~i~:fi l[ 1,
•'

.=:~--=·•- .:::· ···: -:,: •=-:::·:/:
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Order yourJnland -Em·pir~:§}
Successful Singlef t·r\: .•.
· Black Men and Women ·
calendar's Jod~y!

mission
bar-b-que

9395 Monte Vista
Ave.
Montelalr~ CA 91763

palace

(909) 682-6070
WHY

.Be ready .tor tJ:1-.~.:11d:.~:

Oay Spa

CR~CENT

Great Home and
Auto Packages
Available

Fine Calendars
Post Office Box 53152
Riverside, CA 925 t7 "·
Please allow,4-6 weeks for delivery

Serving The Inland En1pire

6kin «f Bodv Care

Insurance &
Securities Specialists

Send Check or Money Order

VISA card issued by Uni1ed Credit National Bank of SioUJ< Falls, SD, or
Richland S1a1e Bank of Bruce. SO. afca is a registered Affinity Program.
Each afca Office is lndependen1ly Owned and Opera1ed.

& ~JIORE

for Residential Appraisals
Notary Public
Property Management
Real Estate Sales & Purchase

23650 Hemlock St. #10
Riverside, CA 92507

::-:

Call (909) 509-5672 today!
10205 Hole Ave., #C, Riverside, CA 92503

AFRICAN FASHIONS

3585 Main St. , Ste. 2 12
Riverside CA 92501
(909) 784-1342

Fully Computerized
Fast Refund, Electronic Filing
Notary & Fax
State & Federal
6am - 6pm
Low Rates

>,

required 98% of our members are approved for an 11n11c11rtd VISA card!

YALC DESIGNS

f:;:;;~Zi::: f

R & B TAX SERVICE

SPECIAL

DRAPERY

Teer One
Properties

. Our job is to get the best financing
possible at the lowest rate possible.
We are dedicated to serving our
eople. If it's regarding a home, we
can get you a loan.

•

NO Security Deposit for a/ca members!
Get a second chance 10 build good credil with an amuican fair credit association membership and an 11Jc11 VISA~ card.
You mus1 be employed 1he las1 three monlhs and earn al leasl $900 per
monlh wilh no derogatory credi1 in the last six monlhs. afca membership is

99¢

(909) 656-4131

(800) 500-7047

•

Credit Problems?

Stan Scott
Blouses
Laundry Shirts
Pants
Suits
Dresses
(Silk X-tra)

• Ex1ensive menu of
over 100 made from
scratch recipes
• Carefully prepared to
the strictest standards
• Only the freshest,
highest-quality ingredients are used
• Food is prepared.at
each restaurant location .
• Made in family size
quantities throughout
the day to provide you
with the freshest meal
possible -- everytime.
• Beverages and .
desserts always
included in one low
price.

NEW LOCATION

.,

Ir's So Gooo:

Hours:

3527 MAIN STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
Fe·aturing

Down home coo kin'

Grand Opening
Hours: Monday-Wednesday
11 :00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday-Saturday: 11 :00 a.m. -:. 10:00 p.m.
Open 7 days a week

Variety And Value
For TIie Wllole Family.

(909)

482■0566

(Montelalr)
390 McKinley Avenue
Corona, CA 91719

(909) 273-0573

Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

,'

•••

••
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Call for free question
and
Spiritual enlightenment

;

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

A-1 CLEANERS
- - . A-~ _, -

BARBARA

$2Q.oo per calendar:-:·~=~:{·ii ·

CALL 909-683-1468

Fax 909•889-8015

"Serving the Community with Quality Care and Expert Service "

Spiritual Reader and Advisor

..)::, :::::: •_
:;-:_
~_'t_. _: ·:=:

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

909•496•1167

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

(909) 689-8916

.I"'~.

✓ Swedish Massage ✓ Shiatsu ✓ Sports Massage
✓ Reflexology ✓ Gift Certificates Available

Kristen Balnu

10265 Arlington

ililk.T

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
✓ Aromatherapy ✓ Carpel Tunnel ✓ Body Wrap~

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

r ~ f:+~'.; ~
~~-~l~:~:~,~ :;:~·; ;;4:

Christop;,'Gl~~,i~~:

~ 1bUCh o f ~

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

:;:fl~lllifu6N

GRADUATE OF LIFE UNDERWRITERS COUNCIL

UNHAPPY?
UNLUCKY?
UNLOVED?

Member Pacific Exchange,
NASO, SIPC

tiaAUOU4l?Tl:l?§

Since 1967

t

; ;!f,;~~;IIARDY BROWN II

(909) 686-5193

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.
Insurance Agency
Life, Health, IRA, Keough Burial,
Auto, Home Owners
Cal. Lie. #0341370

Office (909) 683-7732
Voice Mail (800) 208-1541

College Long-tenn

413610th Street

(800) 500-7047

Ph. (909) 369-9752
Fax (909) 369-9252

experience...

LAW OFFICE OF

(909) 782-8219
Mobile Catering Service Available•· Anywhere -- Any Time
Churches, Picnics, Family Reunion - All Occasions

YOU'RE GUARANTEED TO LICK YOUR FINGERS

:
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Pacific Hospice Host Bereavement Memorial Dec. 2nd
The Btark Yoicc News

felt it was time to 'step to the
plate' and make a difference to
those who feel alone and are in
pain," stated Allen.
She continued: "Our men'lorial
itinerary is focused on all
ministers in Riverside and San
Bernardino
Counties
as

SAN BERNARDINO

Are you remembering a friend_
or loved one who has passed
away? Sometimes it is difficult
to get past the memories and
sometimes others not having
your
experiences
don't
understand the pain. Some
think time should take care of it.
One thing is for sure, everyone
has a different experience with a
loss .
A local group is
remembering loved ones.
Dr. Robert L Fairley
Pacific Hospice International
is hosting its first Bereavement 11 :00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at New
Memorial Service in the Inland Hope Missionary Baptist
empire, December 2, 1999, from Church located at 1575 W. 17th

8th Annual Fun & Fellowship Nov. 26
The Black Voice Ntws
SAN BERNARDINO

New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church of San Bernardino will
host its 8th Annual Fun and
Fellowship Golf Tournament on
Friday, November 26, 1999.
The tournament, which will
feature a scramble team format
of play, is coed and open to the
public . The Riverside Golf
Course will be the site of this
years tournament which has a
9 :00 a.m. tee time. An awards
dinner and cart are included in
the green fee of $65.00
Additional information or
registration forms can be
obtained by contacting th e
church office at (909) 887-2526
or the event coordinators Bro.
Harvey Walker or Bro. Rodgers
Mulligan.

RIALTO

'

On Saturday, November 20,
1999, at 10:00 a.m., Seed, Time
and Harvest World Outreach
Ministries Church (S .T.H.) will
present "Y2K Family Proofing."
Learn about God's design for a
successful family.
Are you going through marital
problems, poor communication
with your spouse or children.
Perhaps you ' re dealing with
single's issues, or you just want
to improve your family
relationships . You need to
atte nd th is family singles
conference, based on the word
ofGod.
Speakers will be Pa stors
Michael and Mary Weeks, of
Seed, Time and Harvest Church,
who h ave experienced many
years in successful marriage and

f::,.. . : , ~-

· The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO
Pastor Alvin Smith

Street, San Bernardino.
"We feel this memorial is a
very important service for the
community. So many have lost
loved ones and it seems families
are left to grieve alone," said
Barbara Allen, Vice President.
"Pacific Hospice International

t

Are .you seeking a job to help
with C_hris t mas gifts? Or,
maybe, you would like to serve
as a volunteer to help the lessfortunate during the holi~ays?
In either case, The Salvation
Army in San Bernardino is
looking for you to help ring

bells for its time-honored
Christmas Kettle program, now
in its 108th year. Applications
are now being accepted at the
Army's church facility at 746
W. Fifth Street, San Bernardino.
Volunteer and minimum wage
positions are available . The
kettle program will run from
November
20
through
December 24. Funds derived

from the kettles will allow The
Salvati on Army t o help
underprivileged and homeless
families during Christmas and
through a portion of the winter
months.
For more information and
applications, please call The
Salvation Army at (909) 8881336.

,

The Spirit Moves at St. Timothy's Church: A Great Place to Be
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

By Linda Lattimore

On Sunday, November 14,
1999 early morning services
began at 9:00 a.m. with an
uplifting Sunday School lesson
taught by Sister Cecille Rubin.
The lesson was tak en from
Joshua 3 :7- 17 . Sister Rubin
expounded on our daily faith
walk, trusting and believing that
God will do just what he said.
We walk by faith and not by
sight. Whatever God gives you
to do, stand firm, stand strong
and do it, contin uin g to go

are presently rearing three
c hildren . Michael has , a lso ,
worked with children for over
twenty years as a teacher, in the
public school system. Come out
and draw from their experiences
and knowledge in the word of
God. Your soul will be blessed
by this special ministry. This
special meeting will be held in
th e cozy se tting of a home,
locate d at 345 N . Magnolia
Avenue, Rialto, CA. Come out
and join S .T.H. Congregation
for this exciting and informative
time . .
Th.e re will also be a free
luncheon following. Admission
is free. Please call (909) 8207333 to reserve your seat for this
exciting
family
s in g le s
conference.

forward in faith, knowing ~od
will go before you.
The 10:00 a.m. service was
carried upward in the joy of the
Lord, with the inspiring Angels
(ages 1-7) singing Jesus Loves
the Little Children, as each one
introduced themse lves to the
congregation . The Voic~s for
His Pleasure (age s 7-17) then
s3:ng, Not by Might; You are the
Only One and Simple Words, led
by VanSwan White and
introduced by "What is Prayer,"
recited by Sama nth a Ba llard.
The con g reg ation was also
blessed with a special recitation
by Kiesha Brewer. entitled, "I

Used to be a Church Girl."
Brothe r Jessie Miles was
installed as a member of the St.
T imothy Trustee Board by
unanimous agreement of the
congregation. Congratulations
Bro. Miles.
The hi ghlight of the service
was the presentation of the Word
of Life by Reverend Bronice
Nettles-Martindale,
who
received her license recently.
Her sermon was entitled, "The
Right Combination for God's
Blessings"
taken
from
Deuteronomy 30: 11 - 15. She
reminded us that we may choose
life when we h ave the right
combination to the Jocks on
God's blessings. The right
combination is obeying, seeking
and asking jesus to fix
every thing in our life that is

~o.ri'9:,l.._(l;J(E:'.~- ;!

broken. The sermon closed on
Revelations 20: 10, you will

stand before God when the
Lamb's book is opened.

Find ut Who Stole The American Dream
And How Black America Will Get It Back!

~~~:! !~r1~:r~;: : i:

:~: \!~:!!~ ::i1
;'.~!l41~~!;!~?-;i:1[: : !i~~~~!: :U: :~~! !:;: ;:~!I!
Part-time & temporary jobs
More time on the job
Building others dreams
3% pay raise
Downsizing/capsizing/layoffs
Paycheck to paycheck misery
·
Loneliness
Corporate Politics

The #1 Home-Based Business
More time at home
Building & living your dream
Unlimited income
New technology opportunities
Golf, Tennis, Cruises, Fun
Friendships
Level Playing Field

FREE workshop, Saturday, 11/20/99@ 9:30 a.m.
San Bernardino Hilton
Call David Lee (909) 988-0168
'

Medicare Worries?
HICAP Can Help

The Salvation Army
CHRISTMAS KETTLE
There's A Kettle At a Store Near
You

HICAP Counselors provide objective
information on Medicare and other
health care issues free of charge.

Call HICAP (800) 273-4227 or (909) 697-6560
1

107-Years-Old & Still
Active

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Individual, Schools, Businesses &·Service Organizations

(909) 784-4490
To some, Christmas means gaily decorated trees and beautiful wrapped
packages.
To many local people last year, it meant caring assistance from The Salvation

Counseling sites are available throughout Riverside and San
Bernardino Counties. Call day fo r the site nearest you.
HICAP, the Health Insurance Counseling and Advocacy Program,
is funded by a grant fm the California Dept. of Aging.

It's Not Too Late

Army.
Whe n you pass a red kettle this year, make it more than just another Christmas
symbol. Reme mber what it means to so many.

..
.,

Fall arrive$ my:

· "Our message to all who seek
comfort is, whatever they do,
we want them to choose ·a full
and growing life which is the
best memorial one can give to a
loved one," stated ~lien.

Salvation Anny Seeks Bell-Ringers for Christmas

Y2K Family Proofing: Family Singles Conference
Tht! Black Voice New.,

participants in this memorial
service."
Dr. Robert L. Fairley, pastor of
New Hope Missionary Baptist
Church , will be the keynote
speaker. And, Pastor Dr. Alvin
Smith
will
make
the
introduction.

BECOME

AFOSTER PARENT

To Look Sharpl

leaves Ulm into.th~:~~tness'ofh9~Y:Y~~low, that-brings

iti~.atf~~:

My,branches ~ak;lrildniilont&'~

Get Your "Wondrous" Outfit
NOW!!!

tiitdssit j~_my ttee singing,;yet still .

International Foster Family & Adoptions Agency
Several Locations in the Los Angeles and Inland Empire
areas.
For Orientation Call
ADVERTISEMENT

Life Changing Ministries has an opening for a Music Director. If you have
experience in leading a choir, band and praise team, then this Job may be for you.
This position pays a weekly salary. If interested, please fax a resume to 909/882·
2898, attention Laura Reddix. For further information or questions regarding
responsibilities, please call the church office at 909/882-3277.

(909) 427-9635
(888) 449-4608
8:00a~ - 8:00pm
Se Habla Espanol

Wanda's Wondrous
Works
For all your clothing needs
322 W. "E" Street
San Bernardino, California

(909) 884-7474

'?
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Bethel AME
Church

CHURCH O F Goo IN CHRIST
3349 Rubido~x Boulevard•
Riv., CA 92509 • (909) 684-l.IFE
"Celebrating 12 Years of Ministry''

Life

Thursday, November 18, 1999

Mt. Rubidoux SDA
Church

Morning Service
Sunday School
Sunday Service
Women In Prayer

UFE CHRISTIAN ACADE.'\fY
Enrollment open for Preschool &. Kindergarten

8:00 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
I0:45 a.m.

students. Call to register.

Gibson

Pr.iyer Meeting
.Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.

Goo IN CHRIST
5595 M olino Way
Riverside, C A 92509

Pastor Ron and L.aVette

Sunday Worship Services
8am, 9 :45am, 11:30am, & 7pm
Sunday Schooi at Sam & 9:45am
Wednesday Bible Study- 7:30pm
Friday Fellowship Services• 7:30pm
(ever 1st & 3rd)
' Prayer· Tues thru Friday· 6am , 12n,

Afier Sunday Serjve

WORLD CHURCH OF

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509
(909) 276-8374

SPECIAL ANN O UNCEMENT
SUNDAY SERVICES

LIGHT OF THE

(?09) 686-1757

Weekly Order Of Service
Saturday Service
Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Ornrch Service
Youth Special Service

9: 15 a.m.
9: 15 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
4:30 p.m.

Marc K. Woodson
Senior Pastor

A Church on the Mov" for God/

?pm

ST. PAUL AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL
CHURCH

AMOS TEMPLE CME

5694 Jurupa

"The Healing Place"

Ave.
Riverside, CA

1355 W . 21st. Street
San Bernardi no, CA 92411
(~9)887-1718

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504

92504

(909) 779-0088

WEEKLY SERVICES
Sunday:
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
YPWW

Sunday

(909) 352-4196 • OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

Sund ay School
9:15 a .m
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Workshop
6:00 p .m.
Tuesday Prayer Meeting &
Bible Study
7;00 p .m.

8:00 a.m.
lla.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m .
Wednesday
7:00 p .m.
Bible Study

Munford,M. Div.

Rev. Alvin L. Smith

Wind of the Spirit Worship

Second Baptist Church

Center ·Foursquare Church

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riversid e, CA 92502

6476 Streeter A venue, Riverside, CA

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-1564

(909) 359-0203

E-MAIL: SecBaptistOEarthlink.'n et

W EEKLY S ERVICES

Sunday Services

Sllmku.

~

"i

.x··

} ::}

8:30 a.m . ,
• .,
d
9:45 a.m. Rev. Michael and
IO: 15 a.m . Sherrie Edwards

Thursday Bible Study

7:00 p.rn.

' ft

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

5970 Llmonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

St. Timothy Community
Church
3100 N . Sta te Street/ P.O. Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES:

Sunday School
9:00 a.rn.
Morning Worship Servicel0:15 a.m.

.

Pastor Eullas J.
James

Refreshing
Spring Temple

Sun. School
Sun. New Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
Thursday

Sunda y
Morn. Worship 1 1 :00 o .m.
En. Worship
7:00 p .m.

9:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
11 :15 a.m.

(909) 784-0860
·11 ploc• wh•r• o/J 111oy
com• and b• r•fr•sh• d•

Tuesday
Bible Study

7 :00 p.m.

·,·.

Evong•llsttc S•rv.7 :30 p .m.

Rev. LEROI
FRIDAY AT 6 PM

call,

.

W EEKLY SERVICES

Pra yer Meeting
Praise/Worship
Miracle Service

12:30 - 1:30
1570 AM

SUNDAYS

'

' ♦

ADVERTISEMENT CALL DOROTHY SHEPHERD

(909) 597-7134

Thomas
Senior Pastor

Church

~
- ' i f : ~ ';ilu ~ -

Uniting God's People

Chino. C A 9 17 10

(909) 628-0112
W EEKLY S ERVICES

Sunday Morn ing Worship
9:00 a.m.
Children ·s C hurc h-Sun.
9:00 a.rn.
Tuesday Bible Study
8:45 p.m.
Women·s M inistry I st &
3rd
Wednesdays of the Month
6 :4 5-8 p.rn.
Me n 's
M inistr y
2nd
Saturdays of the Month
8:00- 10 a.m.
.

WORSHIP AT A CHURCH OF
YOUR CHOICE
-LET THEM

KNow, You

SAw

IT IN THE BLACK VOICE

NEWS

Guide a horse with a whip, a donkey with a bridle, and a rebel with a rod to his back!
When arguing with a rebel, don't usefoolish arguments as he does, or you will beco,ne
as foolish as he is! Prick his conceit with silly replies!

(909). 688-1570

Proverbs 26:3-5
The One Year Bible
WEST COVINA
Murph Chapel African Methodist Episcopal
Church
138 1 Pass & Covina Road
West Covina, CA 9 1744
(626) 917-3686
Rev. Dorothy Leffall Patrick •
Sunday Worship8:00 a.m. & 11 :00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
6:00 p.m.
Bible Class
7:00 p.m.
Thursday Bible Class I 0:00 a.m.
Choir Practice
7:30 p.m.
Bowling
6:00 p.m.

RIVERSIDE
Kansas A~e. SDA Church
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 682-98 10
Saturday Service•
9:15 a.m.
Song Service
9:30 a.m.
Sabbath School
11 :00 a.m.
Church Service
Adventist Youth

tDDRESS:
IPHONE:_(

PM

f or

Or. O C. Nosakhere

1 block west of Archibald and
1 block south of 9th Street

..:

SHEPHERD'S GOSPEL TIME

Wed. 7:00 PM
Sat. 1) :00 AM
Sat. 6:00 PM

12345 M ountain Ave .. Unit U

if]

·pastor William & .. Churc h Sc hool9 :00 a .m.
Jamellza Carter Worship 10 :00 a. m.

HEAVEN WITH

AT 9 PM

12 Noon

W EEKLY ORDER 9E SERVJCE·
Prayer:Tuesday
9:30 a.m .
Thu rsday
5:30 p .m .
Friday
10:00 a.rn.
Bible Study: Wepnesday
6:00 p.m .
SUNDAY SEBYICEs·
Sunday School
9:45 a.m .
Morning Worship
11:30 a.m.

(lost Frldoy ol each mo nth)

·•

Music CouNTDOWN - THURSDAYS

OO~I-0 2 ~I I

8768 Helms Avenue, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91729
(909) 603-4041 - RainbowCPC@aol.com

(909) 682-9960

INSPIRATIONS ACROSS AMERICA GOSPEL

l!Nr.Jt

7:00 p.m.

Fri day

1580 I Hannon Street
(Service s at Arnold Hi gh School)
R iverside, CA

and

• .........r Hnrn•;,· &
'.\In<. 11,•nn .1 00 ..,.

Rainbow Community Praise Center

WeekL'I Services

presents

LACEYSUNDAY-

Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 220989
San Bernardino, CA 92410
7480

Services

3 6 00 Park Ave . ·
Ri v e r side , CA 92507

BIBLE STUDY

Every 3rd Tues. (Focus on the Family)
Every 2nd Tues.
7.00 p.m .
Wed . Night
7:00 p.m .
Bible Study Pastor's Tea£hing

Midweek M editation &
Bi ble Study
7: 15 p .m .

March Field Christian Church

To

THE BOOK. OF Acrs

"A c hurch where everybody is
somebody"

The Ultimate in Gospel Music

HIGHWAY

'.

Sch·e dule of Ser v i c e
Dr. Jackson M. Doggette,
Jr. Pastor Emily Doggette Saturday
15t lady
Weekly Wo r s h ip & Ce le b ra t ion
Serv ices
4: 00 p . m .

(909) 656-4015

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

St, J ()h n 14 :6 " The lt'ay, the truth, t he life.

-

•

(800) 650-5557

Sct1t1tu Of iurttcn
Sunday Services
11 :DO a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study l0:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

W.

Coro na , Cali forn ia

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA

eJiwu:fi

WEEKLY SERVI CES

,~

(Located in the theater)
Gre e n Riv er Rd .

4 30 0

Trinity Baptist Church

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
M orning Worship
_11 :00a.m .
Wednesday

9: 30 am
11:DO am
5:00 pm
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

~ -

Crossroads
Community Church

Schedule of Service

WEDNESDAY

•i •

Rev. Shermella Garrett-Egson

Pastor T. Elsworth
Gantt, 11

7 p.m.

(909) 686-5171

Weeki)' Service

., ·- . ~,-

James B. Ellis, Jr., Sr. Pastor

Albert Ailey, Assistant Pastor

IO a.m.
11 a.m.

www.allen-chapel-ame- riv.org

[,.

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509

(909) 874-5851 -,Church
(909) 874-5152 • Fax

., .

7:30 a .m .
9:00 a .m
10:15 a.m .
10:15 a.m ,

.N~Cmtwuf

275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

Sunday School
Morning Worship
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study

4009 Locust (at I 0th S t.)
Riverside, C A 92501
(909) 686-0702

Bible Study
7:45 p.m .
"'Second in Name, First in Love"

91ap~

Jfeeld;,: lerneea

.aetlChaNI
.4trlcan Me111Cldlst
il:PllooPal Olun:h

Wednesday Services
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m.

Valley Fellowship Seventh
Day Adventist Church

Feeding Program
Bible Study & Prayer

Donnell Rickey
Jones, Pastor

www.secondbaptistriverside.org

Sunday Schoot (all ages)
Christian Life Devel opment
Classes
Wor ship
Chil dren's Church

SATURDAY
Fellowship. Prayer & BibleStudy
Praise Service & Divine Worship
Youth Service

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday WoBhip 8:00 & 11:00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.mJ
Thurs. 12 Noon

M ONDA Y- F RIDAY

Noonday Prayer
12:00 p.m.

N'e,,,. Beginnings
Community
Baptist Chui-eh

WEEKLY SERV ICES

Worship Services

6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.

)

Black Voice Ne w s

Sub~ rlptlons
P.O. Box 15 81
Riverside, CA. 92502

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92507
(909) 684-8782
Sunday Service
Round Table Prayer
9:20 a.m.
Sunday school
9:30a.m.
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship,
Evening \Yorship
6:00 p.m.
(Wednesday)
Teachers Meeting
6:00p.m.
Prayer Meeting
7:00p.m.
Bible Study
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

New Visions Christian Community
Church
18461 Mariposa Ave. (Woodcrest Area)
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 687-7454
Senior Pastor Emerson (Jeff) Jefferson, Jr.,
M.Ed., M.Div
Sunday
Christian Growth Class 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship & Praise 11 :00 a.m.
Wednesday
Prayer & Bible Study 7:00 p.m.
Thursday
Choir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist

Se nd Check or mo~ey orde r to:

Evening Bible Study
6:00 p.m.
Communion and Baptism every I st Sunday
7:00 p.m.

Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
18991 Marioposa St.
Riverside, CA 92508
(909) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Devotion & Worship 10:45 a. m.

SAN BERNARDINO
Holy Land COGIC

...

1024 N. "G" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 381 -2662
Elder, Lenton Lenoir, Pastor
Sunday School:
9:30 am
Morning Worship:
11 pm
Evening Worship:
7 pm
Pastoral Teaching:
8 pm Tues.
Evangelistic Worship: 8 pm Th
New Hope MBC Baptist, S.B.
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(909) 887-2526 Church
(909) 887-5406 Fax
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. Pastor
Sunday Services
Morning Worship7:00, 9:30 am & 11 :15 am
Sunday School 8:30 am & 10:00 am
N.B.C.
5:00 pm
Evening Service
6:00 pm
Wed. Prayer Service l 2 noon & 6:30 pm
New life Christian Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
San Bernardino, CA
Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship 8:00 a.m.
Church School Hour
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship Hour 11 :00 a.m.
Tuesday
Bible Study Hour
6:30 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise Service 7:00 p.m.
"Gospel Time" TV Broadcast-Channel 3
Rialto-Monday
8:00 p.m.
San Bernardino-Friday 8:00 p.m.

,

<

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI.
SATURDAYS 8-2

•!

,•
r 'I

I

.

I

SERVICE DEPT.
OPEN
MON. thru FRI.
SATURDAYS 8-2

"99 Mercury Tr4cer
MSRP ....... . ..$,13,790

"99 Mercury Mysti ue GS"
_...._cu=

Freeway Discount . .. .500
Facto~ Rebate .....2000 l

Jf

MSRP .. , .... , .. $16,925
Freeway Discount .. . .600
Factory Rebate ..... 1750

r./

•.

Cu.tamer
Vin. #Y5600156

oR AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

oR AS LOW AS 0. 9% For 36 mo.
•

99 Mercury Grand Mari uis GS
MSRP . . .. . .... .$23,510
Freeway Discount . :1,200
Factory Rebate .. . .. 1,750

MSRP ..........$23,990
Freeway Discount ...1,900
Factory Rebate ..... 2000

,,,

Cu.tomer Price

·$16,695
RNO

-

Customer Price

1 a this price
Vin #XG613196

AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

$21,300

DJ46172

oR AS LOW AS 0. 9% For 36 mo.
.

99 Mercurv Mountaineer

.

. ..

.

1 at this price

c,11 AS LOW AS 0.9%For 36 mo.

.

.

"

VIN. #XX704508

.

· ·-<~h;;l:t~:i:~~·i;~;~;'.r: '.;z'.~~~~f.~1~~~1-...

MSRP ...... ,., .$30,135
Freeway Discount ... 2800
Factory Rebate ...... 500

$26,935

..

- :-:-:.·-

--::.

1 at this price
Vin #XUJ27930

AS LOW AS 0.9% For 36 mo.

98 FORD RANGER
SUPERCAB XLT

EXPLORER SPORT

TOWNCAR

MUSTANG

98 MERCURY

F150

SABLE

98 MERCURY
VILLAGE GS

MUSTANG CONV.

MARK VIII

I

~~1~®®® $~1~®®® ~~1~®®®
Vin. # VUB48019

97FORD
EXPEomoN XLT

Vin. # TY71132 1

98 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

$~(6~®®® i~(6~®®®
3rd seat. Vin #VLB00131

LOADED. Previous Rental.
VIN. #WY66TT38

XF114929

~~®~®®® ~~®~®®®
VIN . #VKC11034

VIN. #XF133937

99 LINCOLN
TOWNCAR

~~~ ~®®®
Vin. # VY700425

98 LINCOLN
NAVIGATOR 4X4

~~~~®®® ~~~~®®®
Vin, #XWW48544
VIN. #XY630929

- --·----

--- ·- - --·

'.

FREEWAY SUPERSTORE
.'

.
I

.

3514·• 1-·237-8115.

1•CA11NOREALSAN

PORTS
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USC vs. UCLA Saturday

Contact Sports Editor: Leland Stein III at (909) 682-6070 or black_voice@eee.or~
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Judges Hand Lewis a Decision Over Holyfield
Holyfield earns respect in
loss to Lewis that many
felt was an even fight.
By LELAND STEIN ill
Black Voice News Sports Editor

LAS VEGAS- I just don't know!!
Although I've covered over 50 championship boxing matches, I still can't figure
out how the judges tally their score cards.
I like to think I know just enough about
the sport and the people involved to be
dangerously intelligent; however, more
times than not, following a title match that
is left to the judges to form an opinion or
estimation of who threw the most punches
or who was the aggressor, I'm left feeling
dangerously ignorant'or less than adequate ·
concerning my own ability to analyze a
fight.
Again, following the second Lennox
Lewis versus Evander Holyfield encounter
at the Thomas & _Mack Center, before
17,916, I was left with round by round
score sheets that did not measure up to the
final tally by the ones who counted most the three judges at ringside.
Judge Jerry Roth scored the fight 115113 and I can live with that judgement.
. But, the renderings formally submitted by
ju_d ges Chuck Giampa (116- 112) and Bill
. Graham (117-111 ), left me stupefied.
· Was the eyes of the interpreters (judges)
jaundice by the controversy and embarrassing draw in Holyfield vs. Lewis?
Photo by Dave Vidales · BVN
Promoter Dan Goossen's idea of a· BATTLE ROYAL: Evander Holyfield (I) overcame his size disadvantage by leaping and
'1udges school" or a "training camp" is attacking his bigger foe . .
long overdue for the sweet science. (Holyfield) fought a damn good fight. He.
There were no knockdowns in the conObserved Goossen: "When there was a could have won the fight in many eyes. He test, and that attest to the evenness of the
blown call in the World Series, no one said had a lot of disadvantages, but he's got a battle.
• the 'umpire was a friend of (Yankees lot of guts and hung in there. You have 10
The first time I saw Evander Holyfield
owner George Steinbrenner).' The bad call give him credit."
in a boxing match he was a loser, victim of
was chalked up to being a terrible call. Yet
The disadvantages for Holyfield, 34-4- a politically contrived disqualification by a
that is the nature of the beast we've creat- 1, were Lewis' 6-foot-5 frame and his 242 Yugoslavian referee that cost Holyfield his
' ed in boxing and it's time to fix it."
pounds, which is why he went into the ring chance to win an Olympic gold medal.
I scored the fight 116-114 for Holyfield, a 91/2-5 favorite. The London boxer left
That occurred in I 984, at the Los
based on the fact he was the aggressor and the ring with an unanimous 12-round win Angeles Sports Arena. Holyfield accepted
clearly - to this untrained eye - he had won that unified the three sanctioned belts - that thievery with grace just as he did with
the 12th round.
World Boxing Association, International this heart wrenching loss to Lewis.
Both fighters fought with gusto, guile Boxing Federation and the World Boxing
In the 15 years between L.A. and this
and abandon throughout the fight. Each Council.
loss to Lewis, Holyfield has been in more
gave what they have to offer in this heavyBesides the four year age gap, Lewis, punishing fights than any heavyweight
weight unification bout. No one man com- 35-1-1, outweighed Holyfield by 32 since Muhammad Ali.
' pletely dominated the other the way the pounds, had a three inch height and seven
These include three with Riddick Bowe,
. scoring of Giampa and Graham dictates.
two with Michael Moorer, one each with
inch reach adva'otage.
In fact, almost all in attendance agreed
Lewis used his reach advantage much George Foreman, Larry Holmes. Ray
that the fight was more like a draw than like he did in the.fir:st fight . He constantly Mercer, Mike Tyson (the second Tyson
the March 13 decision in Madison Square unleashed that stiff, long left jab at fight was disfiguring, not punishing), and
Garden which caused an universal uproar Holyfield, and peppered that constant with last March's first battle with Lewis.
in Lewis' favor.
After careful consideration and delibera flurry of right uppercuts that found their
"This time around it was a much more mark.
ation, I conclude that this encounter was as
difficult fight," said Lewis, 34, in the ·post
Although the CompuBox punch stat even as a freshly cut manicured lawn.
fight press conference, looking more beat- counts had Lewis landing 67 jabs and 119 There were exciting moments throughout
·en than his counterpart sitting four seats power punches to Holyfield's 52 and 85, it the fight, yet each fighter would invariably
over from him at the press table. "As the appeared that many of Lewis' jabs were quell the other's thrust. No fighter elevatjudges put together the score cards, I was a powdered punches - light taps to keep ed himself above the other to the level two
little nervous, because you never know Holyfield at bay. The numbers do not truly of the judges documented it as so.
• what to expect. Yes, I wqs surprised by the evaluate the fight.
"This was a great fight by two warriors,"
unanimous verdict, but I was very glad at
"I gave my all," said Holyfield, 37, in noted Don King the promoter of the fight.
.. the score."
the post fight press conference, "yet I did- "It was nice to see the ba_ttle go the disAdded Lewis' trainer, Emanuel Steward, o 't knock out Lennox. So, it ended up not tance and witness the excitement of the
who has also trained Holyfield: "I thought being what I think. When it falls into the audience."
Lewis won, but Evander was much better -judges' hands, you have to live with the
In the end, thi s action-packed fight gave
this time. I thought in the end it was decision. I respect Lennox and it is the the fight fans their money's worth, but ~t
(Lewis') his strength and size in the late way it is. The decision was gi_ven to did, again, call into question the eyesight
rounds that won it. Although Holyfield Lennox and I accept it and I'll go on from of those deemed worthy to interpret the
pushed the action throughout,. Lewis did here."
outcome.
what a champion does, and that's answer
Lewis was paid $ 1 L75 million; howevHolyfield can hold his head high after
the challenge."
his game effort. Many times in the fight he er, his share of the British television rights
Concluded Roy Jones Jr. the undisputed seemed the stronger puncher and fresher could push him past Holyfield's $15 millightweight champion: "I thought than his bigger, taller and stronger foe.
lion.

recruited.· him,. has
been the odd. . man
out siriee the "'artival
of Paul HaC:~y~,',.;f'~X.

has play~µJ.igljt:~qd,. .TROJANS

Ph~to by Dale Kinnear • BVN

COULD USE THIS GUY: Former

·Jinefiaclcerfaild:.:;spe~ ' USC All-American and Riverside North star,
cfal te~rri§:lu~tJ§·g.;t Chris Claiborne, now a starting linebacker for the

,,

Photo by Dave Vidales • BVN

Photo by Dave Vidales · BVN

RESPECT: Lennox Lewis {I) and Evander Holyfield each were gra- STIFF JAB: l..ennox Lewis' (I) size and jab presented problems for
cious and commended the other during the post fight press c~nfer- Evander Holyfield

Photo Dale Kinnear • BVN

TRIPPED UP: Lion's Gus Frerotte (#1 2) is corralled · by the
Cardinals Eric Swann.

Jamie Foxx Rescheduled

ENT·ERTA INMENT
The Black Voice News

Jamie Foxx who was to appear at the Riverside Municipal Auditorium has
been rescheduled for January 23, 2000.
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Vanzant Comes to Los Angeles for One Performance
The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

This week, one of her books is
number tw9 on the New York
Times best sellers list and two of
her books are on the Wall Street
Journal 's Top Ten best selle r s
list. To millions of American
women,
this
moth e r,
grandmother, author, lecturer,
teacher, and poet, lyanla
Vanzant, is a heroine, a spiritual
gatekeeper, a guiding light
whose sage take on human ity
has empowered numerous lives.
Many of her foilowers have seen
their live s and relation sh ip s
turned around through th e
insp irational guidance of
Vanzant ' s eight best selling
books and her bi-weekly
appearances on the "Oprah
Winfrey Show," the " Tom
Joyner Show," and nume rous
other national talk shows.
Recently, Vanzant announced
that she will appear in Lo s
Angeles, November 19, at the
Wiltern Theate r, beginning at
6:30 p.m., this will be her first
major U .S . tour, sponsored by
" Bravada" by Olds mobile,
which will include stops in 29
cities.
Both a trained lawyer and an
ordai ne d
m in ister,
the
Washington area-based Vanzant,
whose current titles include the
New York Times best- sell e r

lyanla Vanzant

"Yesterday, I Cried" (Simon &
S chu ster) and "Don't Give It
Away" (Fireside), will take to
the road with a transformational
lecture and musical presentation
t itl ed, "In the Meantime,"

report~ tour producer, Al Wash,
President of Dallas, TX - based
ALW En tertai nm e nt , a n d
veteran impresario w hose most
recent production was the highly
successful "Nu Natio n Tour"

Indio Powww Celebration Set for Nov. 26-28
sculpture, weaving, leather work
and beadwork. A u the nt ic
traditional Native Ame r ican
foods also will be available.
The powwow is o ne of the
most meaningful ways in which
Native American trad itional
values an d cu lt ure can' be
presented to co n te mpo ra r y
peoples, Indian and non-Indian.
While the ceremo n ies m ay
appear to be merely a form of
entertainment with colo rful
regalia, drumming, singing and
dancing, the powwow is a reenactment of certain sp iritual
and emotional aspects of Native
American humanity.

The Block Voice News
INDIO

The Palm Springs-area Indio
Powwow, a three-day festival of
Nati ve American dancing,
music, regalia, arts and crafts
and food , will take place
Thanksgiving weekend, Nov.2628 , on the Cabazon Band of
Mission Indians Reservation
near Indio and 20 miles east of
Palm Springs. This is the tribe's
13th powwow.
An estimated 15,000 visitors,
includ ing Native Americans
frcim tribes in the United States
Indio Powwow
and Canada, are expected to
participate in this celebration of Ame r ican
Indian
artists
Indian culture. The powwow is specializing in jewelry, painting,
hosted by the Cabazon Band
'a djacent to their Fantasy
Springs Casino, located north of
Interstate 10 at the Golf Center
Parkway e xit.
The powwow schedule is 5
p.m. to 11 p.m. on Nov. 26; · 11
a.m. to 11 p.m. on Nov. 27 ; ,and
;11 a .m. to 8 p.m. on Nov. 28 .
The Community Blood Bank
also will have its bloodmobile
'
on the powwow grounds from
l 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Nov. 27.
: Admission each day. is $4 for
'
Mults, $3 for seniors, $2 for
c hildren 7-12 and free for
hildren under 6. For tickets and
more information, call Cabazon
Cultural Programs Manager
-C4e. t7t/,. A nnu.'ltt
·
Judy Stapp at (760) 342-2593 or
(800) 827-2946, ext. 3017.
The
weekend powwow
showcases an American Indian
Powwow by bringing together
American Indians and nonlndians_in a mutual sharing of
Indian music, dancing, regalia,
art, crafts and food from 90
vendors.
Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. • Sun. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Dancing
will
feature
Adult $6 • Senior/Student $5 • Child (5- 12) $4 • Under 5 & Museum Members Free
exhibitions of grace and skill,
beauty, pageantry and tradition
$An ]!;ernArd'in~
in ·a c olorful kaleidoscope of
native regalia from tribes across
the United States and Canada.
$rand entry dancing events that
Calif. St. exit from 1-10 • Redlands • 1-888-BIRD EGG
www.co.san-bernardino.ea.us/museum
f.ill the powwow arena with
·· more than 500 dancers will be
Federal & Junior Duck Stamp Art• Meet 27 wildlife artists • Featured Artist
~eld at 7 p.m. Nov. 26, 1 and 7
Joe Garcia • Endangered Species prints by Ronnie Wood • Paint ings,
p.m. Nov. 27 and 1 p .m . Nov.
limited edition prints, sculptures• Carving exhibits and demon strations

f

Wildlife

A rt ~eJfiv1tt

November 19, 20 & 21

County Museum

18.
: Art and crafts will be
showcased by a gathering of

Live educational wild animals from Wildhaven and Moonridge
Sponsored in pan by the SJ.n Bcrn:mlino Counry Fish and Came Commission
and Dimic1 Attorney', Offi«, Denni, L. S1ou1, Di11ria Attorney;
Inland Empire Business Journ:aJ, Corbcus cc Cic,

@B COMCAST •

THE PRESS-ENTERPRISE
The Inland Emptn', /','cu'4pnfHr

starring hip hop go_spel's two
biggest stars, Grammy Award
winners Kirk Franklin and CeCe
Winaris.
" My g re a test de si re is fo r
people to know who they are
from the inside out and to use
th at k no wledg e as a tool of
• erp.powerment and love," says
Vanzant, whose own experience
as a single parent transformed
her life, prompting her to attend
C ity U niversity of New York
Law School where she achieved
a Doctorate in Juris Prudence.
" I am an ordinary person
dedicated to doing extraordinary
things."
To that e nd, Vanzant, in her
role as ordained min ister and
founde r of the Silver Spring, Md
based
In ner Vi sions
Worldwide, heads up one of the
world 's fore m ost pe rsonal
growth entities, organizing an
ongoing schedule of workshops,
as sisted b y 14 associates and
administering prison ministry
which reaches 3,000 inmates in
150 institutions.
While her initial appeal was
with African American women,
Van zan t 's
u n iverse
of
.enthu sia~ts has been widely
expanded, and includes virtually
a ll wo m en . from every
profession and ethnicity.
Th e re are even growing
legions of men who have found
inspiration in her writings and
speeches, and so popular has she
become with the general public
that M ah ogany, a di vision of
Hallmark Cards, has created an
enti re lin e of inspirational
greeti n g c a rd s based o n
Vanzant's musings. In addition

an inside job!"
Tickets to the "Iyanla Vanzant:
In The Meant ime" tour,
presented by "Bravada" by
Oldsmobile are on sale at al l
Ticketmaster locations and local
venues in cities where the
production is scheduled to
appear. Ticket prices range
from $39-$55.

to cards, in 2000, Mahogany
will also offer Iyanla Vanzant
bookmarks, a journal, an
inspirational plaque, and a
variety of stationery.
"Putting our internal house in
order so that we can live freely,
peacefully, and in harmony with
the world is a desire o~ all the
sexes and all the races," she
~ays. "I always say, change is

L

It's Not Too Late to Sign Up
ForA Tour
Tours & Cruises

FABULOUS FOLLIES in PALM-SPRINGS

Saturday, November 20. Annual Saturday fun night. S how stars
Julius LaRosa w/song & dance troupe. Leaves@ 4:15
$49
ROCKETTES

Wednesday, December 15. From Radio City, N.Y. to L.A. Holiday
show a sellout in '98. Matinee Leaves @ 12:30
$65

ROSE PARADE 2000
Saturday, January 1. Start the new ce ntury off right! Includes
grandstand seats & transportation. Leaves @ 6 a.m.
$85
CHINA Yangtze River Super Bargain Tour Oct/Nov.

Amazing 18 days with cruise and tours of many cities + Hong
Kong overnight. Total w/United Air
$2,950
TAHIT I/HAWAII CRUISE

13 days Oct. 6·18

Join our group aboard the "Regal P rincess." Great ship w/e xotic
ports. Bora Bora, Papeete, etc. Ins. cabin.
$1,142
Tours Of The Town, Inc. ·
P. O. BOX 7835, RIVERSIDE, CA 92513

(909) 351-8687

$10,465.00 inFREEInventor.vi
AIIADKG-FREETRAVEi CIUBBUSINESS

Cash In on the BILLION DOLLAR travel industry todavl
·Make over $2,000·a week on one easv sale a davl
We provide everything you need to get started in the lucrative travel club business. Training manual, camera ready
ads, full-color brochures and much more! You can become
wealthy using our exclusive travel club marketing system!
We are so confident in yqur success that through this
"ONE TIME SPECIAL OFFER" we will send you your first
$10,465 IN INVENTORY FREE!
·

Save customers 50% at over 2,000 Hotels . . .in over 1,000 cities! Select
Hiltons, Holiday Inns, Sheratons, Marriots, Wyndhams, Days Inns, Best Westerns
and many more. Hotels Etc. members also receive discounts on over 1,0 0
Cruises, Airfare, Car Rentals and Restaurants !!
AMAZING MONEY MAKER • $49.95 One year
Sell Hotels Etc. travel
• $89.95 Three year
.
• $129.15 Five year
club memberships for... • $299 Lifetime membership

YOU KEEP All THE MONm Re-order price only $9.95 ea.
Fax check or credit card order to: Fax# 1-800•464-5203

Make A Fortune
Saving Travelers
50% on Travel Costs I

Your Hotels Etc.
distributor kit
indudes ohe
year, three year,
five year and
lifetime memberships that can
generate up to
$10,475 when sold!.
YOU KEEP ALL THE MONEY
FROM EACH SALE!
Your customer is an instant
member once you sell them this
membership. Sell memberships at
any price you wish. Keep the
names of your members and
receive all renewals.

LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIP
MAKE $299 PROFIT
ON EACH SALE
37 included FREE
In your k it.

------------------------Q ·

Your only requirement to receive this AMAZING FREE TRAVEL BUSINESS
and $10,465 in FREE Hotels Etc. Memberships, is that you
~
sign up for our 'Virtual Office and Travel Club Marketing System." This
system does the selling for you! Your web site and fax on demand
·1 ~
are customized with your name and address, for customers
~
to send their orders and money to!
ONLy ~ -

Your virtual office and travel club marketing system incl udes:
♦ TOLL-FREE VOICE MAIL ♦ TOLL·FREE FAX-ON-DEMAND
♦ HOTELS ETC. WEB SITE ♦ FREE E-MAIL ACCOUNT

s2

95

I
■

NO RISK
10-Day Money
Back Guarantee

Ves! Please rush your complete travel club business opportunity. Including tra ining manual, camera
I ready ads, ful l-color flyers, 250 fu ll-color business cards, radio commercials and $10,465 in FREE
Hotels Etc. travel club memberships. I have enclosed $29.95 for my fi rst months virtual office service. I
agree to continue my virtual office service for a minimum of 12 months at $29.95 a month.
I understand that you will bill the credit card or checking account enclosed for the monthly payment of
$29.95 on the first week of each month until canceled by me in writing.

D I wish to pay monthly for my virtual office service. Enclosed is my first month~ payment of $29.95.
D Save $1201 Enclosed is $239.40 payment in full for my first year virtual office service.
Please Print

Cre~i~~~~~ I

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Name
Address
-------------City/St/Zip
_______
__
Phone

----------------

No

Eol fj

,om:,:::ration

experience needed!

1•800•322•8963

Order 24-Hours
7 Days a Week

Order by PHONE:
FAX: Fax your check or credit card order to fax#: 1-800-464-5203
.INTERN ET: •www.hotelsetc.com/voice/order.htm
MAIL: Hotels Etc. 2350 Miracle Mile 188-357, Bullhead City, AZ. 86442

•
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-
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LEGALS

petition with the Clerk of this court for
an order changing applicant' s name
from FRANK CLAUDE MILLAN to
FRANK CLAUDE GARCIA.

NOTICE INVITING BIDS
INFORMAL BID. NO. 99-108
MUSCOYOU
BUILDING DEMOLITION PHASE I

Notice is hereby given that the City of
San Bernardino Municipal Water District
will receive bids:
FURNISH ALL LABOR, EQUIPMENT,
AND MATERIALS NECESSARY TO
DEMOLISH AND REMOVE SELECTED
EXISTING STRUCTURES INCLUDING
FOUNDATIONS AND FOOTINGS
FROM TWO PROPOSED EPA WELL
SITES FOR THE MUSCOY OPERABLE
UNIT SUPERFUND PROJECT, SAN
BERNARDINO, CALIFORNIA.

This is in accordance with Informal Bid
No. 99-108 on file in the office of the
Water Department Purchasing Agent,
195 North "D" Street, San Bernardino,
California 92401 , mailing address P.O.
Box 1630, San Bernardino, California
92402. Deliver all bids to the office of
the Water Department Purchasing
Agent, 195 North "D" Street (Corporate
Yard) by 10:30 a .m ., December 14,
1999, where at said place and time said
bids will be publicly opened. Obtain all
information relative to specification
requirements , purchasing procedures,
and information relating to bonds from
the Office of the Water Department
Purchasing Agent, Thomas Valdez, at

(909) 384-5192.
Documents may be examined at the
above-mentioned office of the Owner.
Copies Q.f the Documents may be
obtained at no cost only from the City of
San Bernardino Municipal Water
Department Purchasing Departmen1. 195
North "D" Street. San Bernardino,
California 92401 .
A mandatory prebid conference will be
held on November 30, 1999 at 9:00 a.m.,
195 North "D" Street, Water Department
Corpora ta
Yards,
Purchasing
Department, San Bernardino, California.
Pursuant to the requirements under
Permits and Licenses in the Information
for Bidders, Bidders shall be licensed
under the laws of the State of California
in the classification of Building Moving
and Demolition License · c -21" or
General Engineering License "B".

IS ORDERED that all persons
interested in the above-entitled matter
appear before this court on 12/13/99
8:30 a.m. in Department 0-5 at the
location above and show cause, if any,
why the petition change of name should
not be granted.
DATED: 11/02/99
JUDGE: Charles T. Field
p.11/18, 11/25, 1212, 1219

Name, Address & Telephone No. of
Attorney or Petitioner Appearing in
Person:
DAVID WILLIAMS LOPEZ
In Pro Per
2893 Johnson Circle
Riverside, California 91719

(909) 273-9326
Bar t;,lo.:
Attorney for Petitioner In Pro Per
In re the Change of Name of
DAVID WILLIAMS LOPEZ
CASE NO. RIC334670
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME
(1276 C.C.P.)
Petitioner, David Williams Lopez ,
alleges that: petitioner is over 18 years
of age.
petitioner applicant was born at
Ayotlan, Jallsco, Mexico and resides
at 2893 Johnson Circle, Corona ,
California 91719 County of Riverside.
petitioner's applicant's present name is
David Williams Lopez and proposed
name is David Sanchez Lopez
reason for change is: proposed name
has been used by petitioner applicant
for 39 years ; Other The proposed
name is the Petitioners birth name.
petitioner being the head of a family
whose members are as follows (list by
full name and indicate relationship) :
Petitioner is not married and has no
·
children.
WHEREFORE, petition.er prays that:
On the hearing, the court make its order
changing petitioner's applicant's name
from David Williams Lopez to David
Sanchez Lopez; and All other proper
orders be granted.
s/... David Williams Lopez
Dated: 10/25/99

Artist Greenfield Makes Art Available to Mt. San Jacinto
M ark
Greenfield/ Solo
Exhibition "Iconography" will be
on display from January 8th
through January 29th at Mt. San
Jacinto College 's Fine Art
_G allery. Opening reception will
be Saturday, January 8th from
6:00 to 8:30 p.m., with a recital
and dance performance by Gai l
Hoak and students of the dance
department.
In addition to being the director
of the Watts Tower Art Center in
Los Angeles, Greenfield is a very
accomplished artist. This solo
exhibition will explore the theme
of iconography : historical and
current imagery intertwined. The
artist uses banners and fans as his
background tableaus in addition
to found objects, photowaphs and
painted imagery. These mixed
media works are dynamic and
colorful -- their narrative imagery
-- thought provoking.
Lookin' Back In Front of Us
On referri ng to hi s work
Greenfield states : " My recent
work has, at its basis, the preservation and recontextualization of the early photographic memories of African
Americans. ThL Nork venerates and, in a very secular way, presumes to beautify known, unknown and
forgotten personages of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Some of the photographs are of family members; the result of ongoing ·genealogical research, while others
are people unfamiliar to me in all but spirit.
Admittedly didactic, I've incorporated elements, in my work, that provide commentary on some of the
fo undations of contemporary African american tho.ught with regard to stereotypes, color and class
consciousness, assimilation, idealism, the pseudo-sciences and the redefinition of our own history."
This event is supported by Poets and Writers, Inc., with a grant it has received from the James Irvine
Foundation.

cause. if any, why the petition for
change of name should not be granted.

Filed: 10/27/99
IT IS ORDERED that all persons
interested in the above-entitled matter
appear before this court on 12/21/99 at
8 :30 a.m. ·in D epartment 3 at th e
location checked above and show

Dated: 11/1/99
Judge: E. Michael Kaiser
p. 11/ 18, 11/25.1212, 1219

November 16 & December 14,
7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Cafe con Libras
presents Third Root , a poetry
performance venye in the Pomona
Arts Colony. Third Root is a poetry
workshop , artist showcase and

open mic that is open to the public.
For more Information, contact Cafe
con Libras at (909) 623-4492.
November 19, 5:00 p.m . to 9:00'
p.m., "Christmas on Main Street"
Holiday Open house in downtqwn
Riverside, Main street between 5th
Street and University Avenue. The
tradition continues as downtown
merchants host their annual open
house ?nd don its holiday best with
gaily decorated shops and
restaurants. For more information,
contact Sherri Gomez or Jessie
Bossett , ' Riverside Downtown
Partnership (909) 781-7335.
November 20, 8:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m., Life Changing Ministries will
offer an informative Entrepreneurs
Conference and Workshop with
highly
skilled
business
professionals to assist individuals
and business owners in the area.
Seating is limited : For more
information and to, register early
contact (909) 882-3277.
November 20, 21 , 8:00 a.m., The
Ronald McDonald House , in
conjunction with the Carousel Man
and USA/M-Car Racing will host
the inaugural Holidc:iy Classic Car
Show and Toy and Food Drive.
Registration for the car show is a
donation of an unwrapped toy with
a value of $25.00.
November 21 , 10:30 p.m., PBS will
air Ralph Ellison's King of the Bingo
Game, the first ever screen
adaptation of a literary work by
author Ralph Ellison. Written and
directed by Elise Robertson and

Pursuant to Section 177 0, and the
following, of the California Labor Code ,
the successful Bidder shall pay not less
than the prevailing rate of per diem
wages as determined by the Director of
the California Department of Industrial
Relations. Copies of such prevailing rate
of per diem wage;, are on file at the
Office of the Purchasing Agent of the
San Bernardino Municipa l Water
Department, 195 North "D" Street, San
Bernardino, California, which are made a
part of said Resolution No. 12846 and
amendments thereto . No Federal
funding assistance will be provided for
this Contract.
It shall be mandatory upon the
Contractor to whom th e Contract is
awarded, and upon any Subcontractor
under him , to pay not less than the
specified rates to all laborers, workmen
and mechanics employed by them in the
execution of the Contract, and to prevent
disc rimination in th e employment of
persons because of race, creed, color, or
national origin, as set forth in the
provisions of Resolution No. 7414 of the
City of San Bernardino.
All terms and conditions contained in the
. Documents shall become a part of the
Contract.
The Board of Wat er
Commissioners, San Bernardi no ,
California reserves the right to reject any
and all bids, and to waive any and all
informalities in any bid. No Bidder may
withdra w his bid until the own er has
made a fin al awa rd to the successful
Bidder or has rejected all bids.
Engineer's ES1imate $20,ooo:
' p . 11/ 18

Name, Address & Telephone No . of
Attorney or Petitioner A ppearing in
Person: •
·
DANIEL ISREAL MILLAN, JR.
11387 Discovery Way
Riverside, CA 92503
Bar No.:
Attorney for Petitioner
In re the Change of Name of
DANIEL ISREAL MILLAN, JR.
CASE NO. RIC334684
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
CHANGE OF NAME (1277 C.C.P.)

RE

Petitioner, has filed a petition with the
Clerk of this court for an order changing
applicant's name from Daniel Isreal
Millan, Jr. to Daniel Isreal Garcia.
IT IS ORDE R E D that a ll person s
interested in the above-entitled matter
appear before this court on •12/13/99 at
8:30 a.m. in Departm ent 5 a t th e
loca tion c h ecke d a bove a nd s h ow
cause, if any, why th e petitio n for
change of name should not be granted.

Dated : 11 /2/99
Judge: Charles T. Field
Attorney or Party Without Attorney
(Name and Address)
Frank C. Millan
11387 Discovery Way
Riverside, CA 92503
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA,
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Superior Court of California
County of Riverside
4050 Main Street
Post Office Box 431
,Riverside, CA 92502-0431

In re the Change of Name of: FRANK
CLAUDE GARCIA
CASE NO. RIC334684
FILED: 11/02/99
Petitioner, JUDY P. GARCIA, has filed a

IT'S THE SAME ENERGY.
We're introducing a new look that more closely identifies The Gas Company
with our parent company, Sempra Energy. We've been part of Sempra Energy
for over a year now, so you can feel confident your service won't chang_
e. Sure,
you'll notice some changes in our advertising, signs, vehicles and uniforms. But
we're the sa me people providing the same safe, reliable and afford able service.
Visit socalgas.com for more information. And don't forget to check the lint screen.
© 1999 Southern California Cas Company
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Why Not Make It

The Black Voice News
Your Community News in
Black & White
TELL Us WHAT You·TuINK
Your ideas and interests are importa nt to us at The Blac k Voice News. We strive to improve the conten t and
quality of our paper with each issue and your input would be tter help us serve our community.

Aries 111 Entertainment
and

•

Scotti Bros. Records
Wh ich articles have you enjoyed in Black
Voice News?
1.
2.

Additional comments:

.

presents
Grammy-nominated R&B/pop superstar

.

f

.•
•
.•••
•

3.
4.
5.

6.

,

7.
8.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SUBSC RIBE?
[ ] YES[ ] NO

9.
10.

.

If No. thank vou for heloina to improve

Are there any topics that you think the
newspaper is giving too much coverage
to?

your community newspaper.
NAME
ADDRESS:
DAY

PHONE:

Are there any topics that you think the
newspaper does not cover enough?

EVENING PHONE:
'\

What do you like most about The BVN?
Tell Us About Yourself

Age
[ ]1 6 - 21( ) 22-32[ J 33- 45( ) 46 · 65( ) 65 - ove r

November 26, 1999
Palm.Springs Convention Center
277 N. Avenid Caballeros

What do you like least about The BVN?

Ethnicity
[ ] Black
[
If you could change one thing about The
BVN, what would it be? Why?

[

[

.

] Hispanic

[ ] White
] Native American
] Asian

Freddie will perform new songs from his upcoming CD
"Priva te Party," his first album proj ect with a new label,
Scotti Bros. Records, Private· Party is a gorgeous
collection of.soulful slow~jams and sensual mid-tempo ,:~
gems, sung as only the smooth, classy balladeer can.

I

,

Please return this questionnaire to: The Slack Voice News, 3585 Main St reet, Suite
201, Riverside, CA 92501
or fax it to: (909) 276-0877. Or e-mail to: Black_voice@eee.org

Tickets Can be purchased at TicketMaster Outlets
and
Palm Springs Convention Center (760) 325-6611

Let's Talk About Unity

IFESTYLES

'

• Health
· • Fitness

\

· The Black Voice News

The National Association for the Prevention of Starvation will
present a Youth Rally on Friday, November 19, 1999
beginning at 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at the San Bernardino
Boys and Girls Club, 1180 9th St., San Bernardino. For more
information, contact Adopt-A-Bike at (909) 888-1695.

Thursday, November 18, 1999
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:Tenth Anniversary Celebration for Saturday Academy Set for Dec. 4
Continued from Front Page

complete his doctorate in
· Curriculum and Instruction at
the University of California,
Riverside.
Graven
berg
.
: completed the course work for
: his Ph.D. at University of
California, Riverside and his
: diploma is from the University
: of San Mortiz. He has ·both
administrative and teaching
, credentials from the California
• Community College System,
· and was an Associate Dean of
the Hampton Institute at
' Hampton University in Virginia;
: where he served on the faculty
' for three years . He is a
: nationally recognized expert in
• . enrollment management with a
;specific emphasis on retention.
' He has published in the area of
minority
admissions,
.recruitment, support services
' and program evaluation. He
. was named 1992 Educator of
the Year by the Inland
Consortium of Articulation and
Transfer (ICAT).
Clarke has a BS from UCR
and a Juris Doctorate with

.

distinction from University · of
the Pacific, McGeorge School of
Law in Sacramento, CA . He
was admitted to practice law in
California, D~cember 1985.
Starting as a Law Clerk for
Best, Best and Krieger in 1984,
he became a partner in 1989.
He became a partner in the
Litigation Department of Best
Best & Krieger LLP in July of
1992. I have expertise in
representing
educational
institutions including school
, districts, a community college
district, and a county office of
education.
He also has
substantial experience in trying
and/or resolving · civil disputes
involving constitutional issues,
breach of contract claims, real
estate disputes, business
disputes and civil rights issues.
He has also performed pro bono
work on behalf of a small
church congregation on an ongoing basis.
Rucker-Hughes, third oldest of
eight,
received
an
Undergraduate Degree from
D.C. Teachers College majoring

in History, with a minor in
Geography. She went on to
receive a Masters of Art in
Education Administration from
the University of Redlands,
where she taught history for
River"side Unified School
District at J.W. North High
School in Riverside. She
became Dean of Students and
served from 1975 to 1979. She
became executive Director of
Opportunities Industrialization
Center, Inc., from 1979-1990.
She was the author of A Book to
Match Our Diversity - A
History of Region 8 OICs. She
then returned to J. W. North as
Assistant Principal in 1990.
She was awarded the Martin
Luther Visionaries Award in
February of 1997. She is
divorced with one child, Teliece,
age 24, who graduated in June
1997 from Bennett College,
Greensboro, N.C.
The program will be followed
by a luncheon.
The Saturday Academy, an
outreach program of the UCR
African Student Programs

Who Should Be Investigated, The Parents or The County?
Continued from Front Page

saw her wounds she began
· crying about the incident. The
single mother raising three
children, just getting off welfare
-and moving to be self sufficient
will now be forced to start over
again and the entire family has
been disrupted.
There seems to be a concerted

Our Bodies

Dear Dr. Levister: My feet
hurt. What can I do to get some
relief?
K.L.
Dear K.-L.: Some days it
might seem as if the weight of
the world were on your
shoulders; on others it may feel
a lot closer to your feet.
Because the feet must support
the weight of the entire body,
the misery brought on by aching
feet is notoriously difficult to
ignore.
Or as, the old
. expression states, "When y.our
feet hurt, everything hurts."
About 75% of the population
e)f.periences foot problems such
as bunions, ingrown toenajls, or
heel pain. Women have four
times as many difficulties as
' men, probably because they are
more likely to wear narrow
sh,oes, which cramp the toes, or
high heels, which put too much
pressur~ on the ball of the foot.
Heredity and normal age-related
changes in the structure of the
foot ·are known to contribute to
' foot problems, but most of
so:me
th~m can be traced to footwear.
· Thus, the key to prevention is
within one's control: wearing
roomy, support'i ve shoes that
reduce friction against the top
and sides of the feet is the single
most important step individuills
can take to prevent and relieve
sore feet.

effort by the system to take over
the parenting function for
parents of Black cnildren.
Years ago it was said we were
a matriarchal society. There has
al ways been an effort to destroy
the Black family first during
enslavement, again during war
then again by a welfare system
that checked the closets (for a

mom's belongings) when the
social worker came. Parents
trying to do a good job are
forced to have their lives
disrupted for any number of
reason and there is no
consistency to the measurement.
When these children get a little
older the police can beat them to
death with no punishment.

Your Aching Feet .
Keep feet fit by walking 30-40
minutes several times a week
can also stave off problems.
Walking is an ideal exercise for
the feet (not to mention the
entire body) ; it strengthens
bones and muscles and
improves blood flow to the feet
without subjecting them to the
pounding intensity of running .or
aerobics.
Each day, the feet are
subjected to a staggering
amount of pressure. This force
often exceeds the body's weight
when you walk, and it may be
three to four times your weight
when you run. Yes obesity puts
an increased pressure on your
feet. When people reach about
age 60, the structure of their feet
may change after so many years
of wear and tear. For example,
the metatarsal bones, which
connect the toe. bones, spread
out; consequently, the feet
widen, sometimes to such a

degree that a larger shoe size is
needed.
When foot problems persist,
people should seek the help of a
foot doctor or podiatrists .
Regardless of the cause,there is
no reason for foot pain to
become a way of life. Most
problems can be treated fairly
easily. If you watch your
weight, wear appropriate shoes
and take good care of your feet,
they will literally, support you
for life.

office, is designed to help
students and their families,
especially
those
from
underrepresented
groups,
prepare for college admission.
Saturday classes are provided in
mathematics, computer science,
language arts and social studies.
In addition, the Parent Forum
provides practical guidance for
raising college-bound students.
Since it was established in
1989, the Saturday Academy
has served more than 7 5 0
students.
Admission to the reunion
reception and luncheon is free of
charge , but reservations are
requested by Nov. 22. To make

reservations, phone the UCR
African Student Program~ office
at (909) 787-4576.
The event will be held in

Watkins Recital Hall on the
UCR campus.

Marchers Cited Crossing Street Against Light
Continued from Front Page

and they didn 't want to detain the
people.
Collins especially feels he's being
singled out because of his famous
skinhead flyers showing the shaved
heaps of the police who shaved
their heads . in protest of the
eventual firing of the four police
officers who shot Tyisha Miller
while she lay in need of medical

attention, December 28, 1998.
Coll ins said on Sunday night he
was stopped by police for a burned
out tail light. His car was searched
against his will when he told the
officers his registration was at
home in a file . For a period of
time, he had to sit in the back of the
police car.
Protesters say this latest
crackdown will not deter them.

lllll~t{li
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a C!areer-.•Fafr 2o~sponsored by'
lJpi~~ ,Gascade· corporatio11 ,ori

'.de~hi"Ger,,1, 1999 between 9:00

lmiand2:00 P:m:•· ·The general

public: is invited. Ove~ . 36
c.'?EP:~iat~ons will participate sueµ.
UPS, Omni Trans, Californ1~
Highv,,ay' Patrol. Riverside·
Coutity Personnel and Home

:as

Dep9l''. : .. ·.. · ·. .

' >Radio station 99.1

..

. ..•

and K-MEX
.will be on hand . to · do a live
broadcast•and many cultural
a.ctivities
planned. Over five
local . unions will also be
available. ,
For further information, please
contact Jacqueline White or
George Lee at (909) 887-7002.

.are

89.1 FM• Box 3080 • Redlands, CA 92373...(909) 792-0721
a broadcast service from the University of Redlands

Decorate for the Holiday with Nature
Fresh
Fragrant
Fire Retardant
Individually Boxed
Beautiful High Quality Directly From Oregon

",(5l: .. I -.,,

"f{ f':.rU!-0.ll,-:,1t

Dr. Levister welcomes reader
mail concerning their bodies
but regrets that he is unable to
answer individual letters. Your
letters will be incorporated imo
the column as space permits.
You may direct your letters to
Dr. Levister in care of Voice
News, P. 0 . Box I 581, River$ide,

. ~Wi-!k-(~IJ'i-<!Jt~ ;'
.,....,...
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DOO
GRO®
Help for HAIR
That- won•• GRO""!
Safe on Relaxed and Tinted Hair!

Stimulating
Growth Oil
... 1ny hair is LONG, LONG,
LONG, since I've started using
D00 GR08I Thank you for
changing my life!
Gladys Mack Dallas TX
Use the wtu::>I• farnily of 000 GR~ product•

.. c.,.,.,.,.

·-----

Don't be confused by imitationsf 'fhere is only one
000 GRQ't with a Money Back Guarantee!!!
Available at beauty supply stores everywhere

J,..

't.h!fi1e l¾.ettt1.de1u,~~
'·-·-•··•"
·r

CA 92502.

• Trlplo Stri>ngth M.dicated Hair VihlUz•r
• E:xtr.:i Ught Orlglnal Medle.etod Hair Vltalizor
• Antl-ltch Medicated Hair Vltall:1'.4'rComp!•~ Me.dlcttt.d Hair- Vltallar
• ·nngllng Growth Shampoo with dandruff controf
• Gf'Owth Repair Condltfon.r
• Lttav~ • In Growth T,...tment
·
• o-p Down" lnt•O:.. Panotrating Condlllonatt"
• " Ne w " Stimulatfng Gro~ 011

'4 .

Order Dates Now thru December 15th
Fax orders preferred (503) 558-9500
Tom Long
2671 Coronada Ct. NW
Salem, OR 97304

"

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNmES FOR YOUTH- The Pal Center of San Bodo is offering employment for low-income youth, ages 18 to 21 year
olds, who reside in.San Bndo Cnty. The youth Will be paid $5.75 per hour. For funher information call Jacqueline White al (909) 887-7002, ext. 126.

L E GA L S/CLASS I F I E D S
·THE BLACK VOICE NEWS

CLASSIFIED
MEDIATE DON'T
LITIGATE Solve
Disputes, Save
Court Costs- Free
Consultation (909)
681-4885.

p.10/28, 11/4, 11111, 11/18, 11125

BUILDING
SERVICES
SUPERINTEND
ENT
$5,329 • $6,479
5 yrs. full-time supv. exp. in
skilled bldg. maint. pref.
includ. exp. w/maint. mgmt.
sys., bldg. main!. control sys.
& air cond. & heating sys.
CITY APPLICATION
REQUIRED Along w/resume,
cover l~tter, 3 work-rel. ref. &
curr. sal.
Applic. will be accepted until
position has been filled.

CITY OF
RIVERSIDE ·
HUMAN
RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT
3780 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
PH : (909) 782-5808;
TDD: (909) 782-2515
EOE

p.11118

LEGALS
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
E & D PROPERTIES
10811 Cleveland Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Edwin Williams, Jr.
10811 Cleveland Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Donald Ray Ford
17272 Fern Street
Fontana, CA 92336

.

I'

•

I

,:,
,

~

I
I

· This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fie, tious business name(s) listed
above.
sf .. Edwin WIiiiams, Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violalion of the rights of
anolher under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the County of
R werside on 10/04/99.
I hereby cenify that this copy is a
correct copy of the onginal statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996916

p. 10/'T, 10/14, 10/21, 10128
amended 11111, 11/ 18, 11/25, 1212
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MR.JUMPER
2 107 Mammoth Lane
Corona Hills, CA 92879
Juan R. Casillas (Roberto)
2 107 Mammoth Lane
Corona Hills, CA 9,2879 .
Isabel-Casillas
2107 Mammoth Lane
Corona Hills, CA 92879
This business is conducted by
Individuals • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficli·
lieus business name(s) listed
above.
·
sf ...J. Robe rto Casillas
,
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code) •
Statement filed with the County of
Rilerside on 9/29/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996794

p.10/1, 10/14, 10/21, 10128
amended 11/ 11, 11118, 11/25, 1212
Al''1 ENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HOMES R US REALTY
22658 Springmist Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Rosanita (NMN) Baird
22658 Springmlst Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Steven Lyle Taylor
1331 Hesperia Rd. Unit D
Hesperia, CA
Bert (NMN) Thompson
22658 Springmlst Drive
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced lo transact business under the fictitio us
business name(s) listed above on
04/19/99.
sf... Rosanita Baird
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under fede ral, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 9/24199.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement.on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. 996706

p. 10ll, 10/14, 10/2 1, 10/28
amended 11111, 11118, 11/25, 1212

,

.

AMENDED
The following pe rson(s) is (are)
doing business as:
INSPECTION SOLUTIONS
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Murrieta, CA 92563
Russell Edward Lane
26931 St. Kitts Ct.
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has 1'!01 yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
sl... Russell E. Lane
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violatio,:i of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common Jaw (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rilerside on 09122/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my ottice.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996611

p.10/'T, 10/14, 10/21, 10/28
amendeq 11111, 11118, 11125, 1212
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
B.A.P.S. CO.
23431 Rolanda Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Garolyn Louise Scott
23431 Rolanda Or.
Moreno Valley,
92553

CA

This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictltiou s business name(s) listed
above.
sf...Carolyn L. Scott
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the 'rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside' on 10/01199.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the orig inal statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996882

p.1on. 10114, 10/21, 10128
amended 11/1 1, 11118, 11125, 1212
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WEST COAST LUMBER HAN•
DLING
-1550 Camelot Drive
Corona, CA 91720
Sharon Diane Anderson
1550 Camelot Drive
Corona, CA 91720
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above .
s/... Sharon D. Anderson
The filing of this sJatement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 09/07/99.
I hereby cenlfy that th is copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my oHice .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996235

p. 10/1, 10/14, 10121.10/28
amended 11111, 11118, 11125, 1212

Ron A. Schrecengost, Jr.
5094 Vail Way
Mira Loma, CA 91752
This business is-conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Sandi Rodriguez-Schrecengost
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal , state , or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of •
Rwerside on 8/24/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 995868

p. 9/9,9/16,9/23,9/30
republished
10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4
amended 11111, 11118, 11/25, 1212
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CALI CALIENTE DESIGNS
CALI CALIENTE PRODUC·
TIONS
CALI CALIENTE PRODUC•
TIONS & DESIGN
11265 Coolwater Drive
Rlllerslde, CA 92505
Marina Cheryl Aguilera
11265 Coolwater Drive
Riverside, CA 92505
This business Is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
ab.ova
sf... Marina Aguilera
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a • fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 9/16/99.
I hereby cenify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996498

p. 10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4
amended 11111 , 11/ 18, 11125, 1212
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
HOLIDAY INN GIFT CORNER
3400 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Alemnesh Teshome
26200 Redlands Blvd. #147
Redlands, CA 92373
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious business name(s) liste d
above
s/... Alemnesh Teshome
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use ,n
this state of a fict itious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state , or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the County of
Rwerside on 11/09/99.
I hereby cenify that lhIs copy Is a
correct copy or the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO. County C lerk
FILE NO. 997862

p. 11/ 18, 11125, 1212, 1219
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LIFESTYLE FURNITURE
2246 Griffin Wy
Corona, CA 91719
Brian Van Law
133 S. Majorca Place
Placentia, CA 92870
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficlitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/..Brian V. Law
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a •fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state. or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 09130199.
I hereby cenify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. 996843

p. 10n, 10114, 1012 1, 10/28
amended 11111, 11/ 18, 11/25. 12/2
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as :
PSYCHIC EXPERIENCE
3817 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
Katherine NMN Adams
25454 3rd Street
San Bernardino, CA 9241 O
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun t o ·
transact business under the ficti:
tiou s bu s in ess name ( s) l isted
above
sf... Katherine Adams
T he filing of this s tatement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anothe r under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Olunty of
R werslde on 10/28/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
merit on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, C ounty C lerk
FILE NO. 997537

p. 1114, 11111, 11/ 18. 11/25
AMENDED
The fo llowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SC HRECE N_GOST DEVELbPMENT COMPANY
5094 Vail Way
Mira Loma, CA 91 752 ·
Sandi Rodriguez-Schrecengost
5094 Vail Way
Mira Loma. CA 91752

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
REDMOND RELIABLE Bil.LING
SERVICE
23581 Parkland Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
mailing address:
1876 N. Alexandria Avenu11
Los Angeles. CA 90027
LaTanyia Redmond
23581 Parkland Avenue
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Regfstrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the f ictit ious business name(s)
listed above
s/... LaTanyia Redmond
The filing of this statement does
not of itself aut horize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq . b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
R werside on 11/1 2/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the origina_l
statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997919

p.11/ 18, 11/25, 1212, 1219
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CREATIVE COMMUNICATIONS
FOUNDATION
229 Cape Elizabeth Way
Riverside, CA 92506
Post Office Box 51365
Riverside, cA 92517
Creative Communications Foundation
229 Cape Elizabeth Way
Riverside, CA 92517
This business is conducted by a
Corporation.
Registrant has not y et begun to
t ransact b uslness under the fictitiou s business name(s ) lis t ed
above.
sf .. Valerie Hoxie
LLC/Al#2170430
The filing of this s tatement does
not of itself authorize lhEl use in
this state of a fictitiou s business
name in violation of !he rights of
another under federal , state , o r
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 10/18199.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, C ounty C lerk
FILE NO . 997293

p. 10/28, 11/4, 11/ 11, 11/18
The following person(s) is (are )
doing business as:
FROM ME TO YOU GIFTS
1175 W. Blaine Street #61

Carmen Joel Porche
1175 W. Blaine Street #61
Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact b uslness under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
sf...Carmen J. Porche
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the us13 in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed w ith the Olunty of
Rwerslde on 10/04/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 996930

p.10/28, 11/4, 11/ 11, 11/18
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MEG AND ASSOCIATES
6876 Indiana ·Avenue, Suite F
Riverside, CA 92506
Magdalen Ukachi Emeruwa
1281 Coco Court
R iverside, CA 92506
This business Is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
sf... Magdalen Ukachi Emeruwa
The flllng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
tl)is state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b

&j:, code)
Statement filed with the Qlunty of
Rwerside on 10125/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original
statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. 997444

p. 11/4, 11/ 11, 11/ 18, 11125
The folloll'ing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MITRl'S FUN HOUSE FAMILY
DAYCARE
13011 Wichita Way
Moreno Valley. CA 92555
Katrina Denise Butler
22821 Shadowridge Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Michele Denise Jackson
13011 Wichita Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners. Registrant hl!S not
yet begun to transact business
under the fictit ious business
name(s) listed above.
s/... Michele Jackson
s/ ... Katrina Butler ·
The lrllng of this statement does
not or itself authorize the use in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state. dr
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Slalerrent filed with the County of
Rwerside on 10108/99 . '
I hereby cenify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original ~tatemenl on fi le in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997039

p. 11/4, 11111 , 11/ 18, 11125
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WESTCOAST COMPUTER FAIR
20465 Red Poppy Ln
Riverside. CA 92508
Aloaf Alfieri Walker
20465 Red Poppy Ln
Riverside, CA 92508
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fic titious business name(s)
listed above
·
s/... Aloaf A. Walker
The filing of this statement does
not or itself authorize the use in
this state or a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 10122/99.
I hereby cenify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FIL E NO. 997431

p. 11/4, 11/ 11, 11/ 18. 11/25
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CENTRAL RIVERSIDE SHELL
3504 Central Avenue
Riverside, CA 92502
Mohammad NMN Karimi
530 S. San Jose #H
Covina, CA 91722
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
s/.. Moharnmad Karimi

The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Olunty of
Rilerside on 10/29/99.
I hereby certify that th is copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997557

p.11/4, 11/11, 11/18, 11125
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
PROTO
3229 Kluk Ln Suite 102
Riverside, CA 92501
James Anthony Belamide
4927 Toronto Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
This business is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
s/.. .James Belamide
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
.Stalerrent filed w ith the Olunty of
Rwerslde on 10/29/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the orig inal statement on file In my office.
GARY L. ORSO.C ounty Clerk
FILE NO. 997564

p.11111, 11/18, 11125, 1212
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
LAW OFFICE OF RICHARD F.
NEVINS
4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501-3110
mailing address:
Post Office Box 1507
Riverside, CA 92502-1507
Richard Frank Nevins
413610th Street
Riverside, CA 92501
This busi ness is conducted by an
Individual. Registrant has not yet
begun to transact business under
the fictitious business name(s)
listed above
sf... Richard Nevins
The filing of this statement does
not of itseN authorize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another unde r federal, state , or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 11/08/99.
I hereby cenity that th is copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on lile in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997820

p. 11/ 11, 11/ 18, 11125, 1212

Attorney or Party Without
Attorney (Name and Address)
La Ketsouvannasane
3637 Canyon Crest Drive #R-307
Riverside, CA 92507
Attorney For (Name): Pro Per
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALI•
FORNIA, COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Superior Court of California
County of Riverside
4050 Main Street (P.O. Box 431)
Riverside, CA 92502-0431
In re the, Change of Name of:
La Ketsouvannasane
Petitioner, La
Ketsouvannasane, alleges that:
petitioner is over 18 years of age.
Applicant was born at Savan•
nahket Province, Laos, and
resides at 3637 Canyon Crest
Drive Apt. R-307, Riverside,
County of Riverside. Applicant's
present name Is La Ketsouvan•
nasane, and proposed name is
Lannea Chika Oravanh. Reason for change is: Would like to
honor mother by changing last
name to her first name.
WHEREFORE, petitioner prays
that: On the hearing, the court
make its orders changing petitioner's name from La Ketsouvannasane to Lannea Chlka
Oravanh; and All others proper
orders be granted.
Dated: 10/07/99
s/... La Ketsouvannasane
CASE NUMBER: RIC-333894
FILED: 10/19/99 • D. Matthews
IT IS ORDERED that all per·
sons interested In the aboveentitled matter appear before
this cour1 on 12-8·99 at 8 :30
a.m. in Department 4 at the
location above and show
cause, If any, why the petition
for change of name should not
be granted.
Dated: 10126199
Judge: Gloria C. Trash

p. 11/4111/ 11, 11/ 18, 11125

e o owrng person s
doing business as:
R . HINDS COMPANY
3585 Main Street #201
Riverside, CA 92501-3110
mailing address:
Post Office Box 91 2
Riverside, CA 92502-1507
Rickerby McGuire Hinds1626 Pennsylvania Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Paulette Denice Brown-Hinds
1626 Pennsylvania Street
San Bernardino, CA 9241 1
Cheryl Renee B rown
1626 Pennsylvania Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership . Reg istrant
has not yet begun to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above
sf... Rickerby Hinds
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state o! a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another. under fede ra l, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with tie County of
Rwerside on 11/08/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997821

p .11/ 11, 11/18, 11/25, 1212

Ektimal Subhi Shbib
920 Wilcox Avenue #107
Los Angeles, CA 90038
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fict itious business name(s) l isted
above.
sl... Ektimal Shbib
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federa l, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with the County of
Rwerside on 10/06/ 99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO , County Clerk
FILE NO . 996985

p, 10/14, 10/21, f0/28, 11/4
amended 11111, 11118, 11125, 1212
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS
15631 Half Moon Drive
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
mailing address:
Post Office Box 51 O
Lake Elsinore, CA 92531-0510
John Edward Seepe, Ill
15631 Half Moon Drive
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant commenced to trapsact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above on

s/... John E. Seepe, Ill
The filing of this statement does
not or i tself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another unde r federal, state , o r
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County or
Rwerside on 10105199.
I hereby ce nify that lhis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County C lerk
FILE NO. 996959

p. 10/14, 10/21, 10/28, 11/4
amended 11111, 11118, 11125, 12/2
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BEST LIQUOR
6200 Pegasus Drive Ste 12-14
Riverside, CA 92503
Oalaxy I a Millennium Fuel & Con·
venience Stores Cooperation
6200 Pegasus Drive Ste. 12-14
Riverside, CA 92503
This business is conducted by a
Corporation. Registra_
n t has not
yet begun lo transact business
under the fi c t itious business
name(s) listed above
sf ... Ravindra P. Pendurthi
LLC/AI# 2 148830
The filing of t his statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 el. seq. b
&p code)
Staterrent filed with tie County of
Rwerside on 10126/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office,

N otice is hereby given that proposals will be accept ed by th e South Coast Air Quality
Management District, 2 1865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the f ollowing:

Contact
RFP #9900-10

~
Bidder's Conference
M anagement Firm to
MANDATORY
Operate Diamond Bar
12/10/99
Headquarters Childcare
Center

Closing Date fe.ca.on
01/ 07/00
3 :00 PM

D e llena Floyd
909/ 396-3039

PERSO N S ATTE N DI N G THE BIDD ERS' CO N FERE N C E S H OU L D CO N FIRM T H E I R
ATTENDAN CE BY CALLING T H E CONTACT PERSON . B IDS WILL N OT B E ACCEPTED
FROM ANYONE Noi:: ATTEN D ING THE MANDATORY B IDDERS' CON FERENCE.

The RFPs may be obtained through the Internet at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp
If you have qu estions or would like a copy of the R F Ps mailed to you, telephone the contact
person.
It is the polic y of the AQMD to ensu re that all b us inesses including minority-owned businesses,
wome n-owned b usinesses, disabled veteran-owned busin esses and small businesses have a
fair a nd equitable opportunity t o compete for and participate in AQMD contract s.
Leticia De La 0, Purchasing Supervisor

NOTICE INVITING BIDS ,

Calvin (NMN) Hobbs
566 East Virginia Street
Rialto, CA 92376

·i

Frank
Chong
1328 Montezuma Way
West Covina, CA 91791
T his busi ness is conducted by
Joint Venture:
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/ ...Calvin Hobbs
The filing of th is statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in v iolation of the rights of
another under federal , state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq . b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Qlunty of
Rwerside on 11/08/99.
I hereby certify that th is copy is a
correct copy or the orig lnal statement on file in my office.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997811

p.11/ 11, 11/18, 11/25, 1212
AMENDED
The follow ing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
POPEYE PIZZA
10170 Indiana Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

Bkl.N2.

Thursday, November 18, 1999
ere y ce I y a
Is copy rs a
correct copy of the orig inal statep.11/ 11, 11/18, 11/25, 1212 ment on file in my off ice.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
The following. person(s) is (are) FILE NO. 997846
doing business as:
p. -.r118. 11125, 1212. 1219
LAKEVIEW VERMICYCLING
SECTION
1.1
CENTER
of
32525 East Lakeview Avenue
PROCEDURAL DOCULakeview, CA 92567
mailing address:
MENTS
566 East Virginia Street
Rialto, CA 92376
, oun y
F ILE NO. 997487

p. 11/ 11, 11/ 18

The following person (s) is (are)
doing business as:
REFLECTIONS AUTOMOTIVE
DETAILING
3229 Kluk Ln., Ste. 102
Riverside, CA 92501
Philip Gray
2671 Victoria St.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
James Anthony Belamide
4927 Toronto Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
This business is conducted by a
General Pannership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious bus iness name(s) listed
above.
$/... Philip Gray
The filing or this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Rwerside on 11/01/99.
I hereby certify Iha! th is copy Is a
correct copy of the original slate•
ment on file in my office .
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 997629

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
SEALED PROPOSALS will be
received at the office of the City
Clerk, City Hall, 815 West Sixth
Street, Corona, California 91720,
on behalf of the Owner, City of
Corona, 815 West Sixth St reet,
Corona, California 91720, up tc;>
the hour of 10:00 a .m. on Tuesday, Nov. 30, 1999, at which time
they will be publicly opened and
read, in the Conf erence Room,
for performing the work as fol lows:
SANTANA REGIONAL PARK
PAVING, PLAY STRUCTURE,
SHADE STRUCTURE, IRRIGATION & LANDSCAPE
Project No. 37-1199
No bid will be l!CCepted unless It
is made on the Bidder's Proposal
form furn ished by the Owner.
Each bid must be accompanied
by cash or a certified cashier's
check, or Bidder's Bond on the
bond f orm provided by the
Owne r, payable to the City of
Corona, in an amount equal to 10
percent of the amount of the bid,
such guarantee to be forfeited
should the bidder to whom the
Contract is awarded fail to enter
into the Contract and provide the
required Performance and Payment Bonds and Certilicate(s) of
Insurance wtthin ten (10) ·calendar days after the date of receipt
of notice of award of the Contract.
A Payment Bond and a Performance Bond, each in an amount
equal to 100 percent of the total
cont ract amoun t, shall be
required concurrently with execution of the contract and shall be
in the form set forth in the Construction Contract Documents.
Pursuant to Section .22300 of the
Public Contract Code of the State
of California, the contract will
contain provisions permitting the
successful bidder to substitute
securities for any 11onies withheld by the owner to insure performance under the Contractor to
have paymen t or retention
earned made to an approved
escrow agent at the expense of
the successful bidder.

p. 11111, 11/ 18, 11/25, 12/2
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BIG BREAK PRODUCTIONS
651 Colonial Drive
Corona, CA 91720
Rick Franklin Wamer
651 Colonial Drive
Corona, CA 91720
This business is conducted by an
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitio us business name(s) listed
above.
s/... Rick Warner
The filing or this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the Olunty of
R werside on 11108/99.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office .
GARY L. ORSO , County Clerk
FILE NO. 997824

p. 11/ 11, 11/ 18, 11125, 1212
The follow ing person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
TANMAKERS TANNING SALON
24050 Alessandro Bllld. #2
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

The Owner Is required to observe
requirements for public bid and
incorporate such requirements
into the Construction Contract
Documents. Tile following paragraphs shall then form a pan of
the Construction Contract. be It
awarded.
The City of Corona has obtained
from the Director of the Oepanment of Industrial Relations the
general prevailing r ate of per
diem wages and the general prevailing rate for holiday and overtime wo rk in the locality where
the work will be conducted. Said
rate s are on f ile with the City
Clerk and will be made available
to any interested part on request.
The Contractor to whom the Cont ract is awarded must post copies
of the prevailing water rate at the
job s ite, and must see that he
and all subcontractors are paying
said rates.
All bids are t o be compared on
the basis of the Engineer's esli·
mate of quantities of work to be
done, subject to adjustment as
provided within the Contract Documents.

No bid will be accepted frola
Contractor who is not licensed n
accordance with provisions f
Chapter 9 , Division 3 , of I e
Business and Professions C
Donna Sue OiCesaris
of the State of California on t e
24291 Baimdale
date and at the time of submi I
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
of the B idder's Proposal, Co ·
tractor shall have a valid Cla_ s
Brian Neal DiCesaris
'A' Cont ra c tor's License oi a
24291 Bairndale
combination of speciality Cla s
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
. 'C' licenses sufficient to cover II
This business is conducted by of the work to be performed y
Individuals • Husband & W ife.
him/her.
Reg istrant commenced to trans act business under the fictitious
Contract Documents, lncludi 9
business name(s) listed above on
Plans and Special Provisions, but
April 9, 1994.
not including the Standard Pla~s ,
s/ ...Donna DiCesaris
or Standard Specifications, may ,
The filing of th is statement does
be o btained f ro m t he Parl<s
not of itself authorize the use in
Recreation & Comm unity S ~rthis state of
fictitious business
vices Department, City Hall, 815
name In violatipn of the rights of W. Sixth Street, room 1 50, Coroanother under federal , state , o_r na, California-91 720 (909) 736common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
2490, for a non-refundable fee
&p code)
$25.00 or will be mailed up~n
Slalerrent filed with the County of
receiving a $35.00 check.
Rwerside on 11/09/99.
I hereby certify that thi~ copy is a
The City rese rves the righ t l o
correct copy of the original statereject any and all bids, to waive
ment on file in my office.
any irregularity or informality i n
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
any bid to the extent permitted by
FILE NO. 997858
,
law, or to award the contract to
p. 1/ 18, 11125, 1212, 1219 o ther than the lowest bidder.
Bidders may not withdraw their
The following person(s) is (are)
bids for sixty (60) days after the ,
doing business as:
bid opening.
FREEDOM TRANSPORT
24291 Bairndale
For technical information relating
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
to the details of the proposed
project and/ or bidding require- '
Donna Sue DICesaris
ments, please fax questions to
24291 Bairndale Drive
Jonathan Jones, Parks DevelopMoreno Valley, CA 92553
ment M anager, at (909) 7 362491 .
Brian Neal OiCesaris
24291 Baimdale Drive
Vicky Wasko, City Clerk of the
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
City of Corona , California
This b uslness i s condu cted by
Dated: November 9. 1999
Individuals • Husband & Wife.
p.11/ 18
Registrant has not y et begun to
trans act business under the fictitious business name(s) listed
above.
s/...Oonna Sue OiCesaris
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights <11
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq. b
&p code)
Statement filed with the County of
R werside on 1 t /09/99.

e
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